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PREFACE
The Lectures which are here presented to the public were delivered at Oxford in May, 1876, by
invitation of the Curators of the Taylor Institution as administrators of the Ilchester Bequest for
the encouragement of the study of the Slavonic Language, Literature, and History. Within the
boundaries set by the terms of the endowment, it was natural to me to choose a subject which,
at the same time as being Slavonic, had some reference to Scandinavia, and I could not long be
in doubt as to the choice.
I give the Lectures here, in the main, so as I had at first written them, with such slight
modifications and additions as, in revising my manuscript, I thought necessary. According to
this plan I have not hesitated to insert several details of a philological kind which I was obliged
to leave out or abridge when delivering the Lectures, but which are in fact so important to the
purpose I had set myself that it seemed to me they could not well be omitted here; such will be
found, for instance, in the inquiry into the names of the Dnieper rapids, the Old Russian proper
names, the history of the name Varangian, &c.
I hope that the book may have gained by this, and I shall be glad if I have succeeded in
contributing somewhat towards the final and impartial solution of a historic-ethnographical
problem which may possibly have some interest also to English readers.
I beg to express my best thanks first and foremost to the Curators of the Taylor Institution, not
only for their honourable invitation to lecture at Oxford, but also for their liberality in undertaking
the printing of the Lectures at the cost of the endowment; next, to all those who have met me
with kindness, as well with respect to the present work, as during my stay in England. Among
them I must be allowed to offer my special thanks to one of the Curators, the Rev. G. W. Kitchin,
who has also kindly assisted me in reading the proofs, an assistance all the more valuable in that
it has been afforded to one who is writing in a foreign language.
Copenhagen,
November, 1877
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LECTURE I.
ON THE INHABITANTS OF ANCIENT RUSSIA AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE
RUSSIAN STATE.

F

ROM THE FIRST DAWN OF AUTHENTIC HISTORY that vast territory which now
constitutes European Russia, or at least the large central portion of it, appears to have
been inhabited, in the main, by the same nationalities which still form the bulk of its
population, that is, partly by Slavonians, partly by Finnish and Tataric tribes. But the relations
between these various nationalities were then quite different from what they are at the- present
day; the overwhelming superiority, numerically and politically speaking, which the Slav- onic
element has acquired over the others, has been the work of comparatively modern times, while
the foundation of a Russian state belongs to none of them.
We must for a moment glance at the primitive history of the Slavonians in Russia and the ethnography of that extensive country at the period when we first meet with the name of Russia.
The Slavs or Slavonians are a branch of that great family which we call the Aryan or the
Indo-European family, which, from time out of mind, has occupied by far the greater part of
Europe. Of course the Slavonians have lived in our part of the world quite as long as any of their
brother-peoples; but, except their very nearest kinsmen and neighbours, the Lithuanians and the
Lets, there are none of the Aryan tribes upon which history begins to cast its light so late as upon
the Slavonians. Their domicile was so remote from the centres of ancient culture, that the Greeks
and Romans could scarcely come into direct contact with them; and having always been, as they
are still, by nature a peaceable people, they themselves never greatly interfered in the affairs of
their border-lands. This IS the reason why the Slavonians were so late in making their appearance
on the stage of history.
It was only when the Romans had already got footing in Germany, that they became aware,
through the Germans, of the existence of the Slavonians, and that we begin to find them
mentioned by classic authors. The first Latin author who clearly alludes to them is Pliny the elder
( + 79 A.D.); and he expresses himself very cautiously thus:[1] Some say the countries beyond
the Vistula are inhabited by the Sarmates, the Venedi &c. A little later we again find the Veneti
mentioned by the Roman historian Tacitus in his description of Germany (ch. xlvi); he is in doubt
whether this people is to be numbered among the Germans or not; however, he is inclined to
believe that they should be so, because they greatly resemble the Germans in their mode of living.
From this time the name of the Slavonians appears a little more frequently in the historical and
geographical works of antiquity.

The name under which the Slavonians appear in ancient literature, is generally Venedi or Veneti
( Venodi, Vinidae, Ovevibat). This name, unknown to the Slavonians themselves, is that by
which the Teutonic tribes have from the first designated these their eastern neighbours, viz.
Wends, and the use of this appellation by the Roman authors plainly shows that their knowledge
of the Slavonians was derived only from the Germans. The Old German form of this name was
Winedd, and Wenden is the name which the Germans of the present day give to the remnants of
a Slavonic population, formerly large, who now inhabit Lusatia, while they give the name of
Winden to the Slovens in Carinthia, Camiola, and Styria; we find the Anglo-Saxon form,
Winedas, Weonodas, in King Alfred's Orosius, as a designation of the Wends or Slavonians
south of the Baltic, and Vender (in the Old Norse Vindr) was the name under which this wild
heathen people was known in the North, especially in Denmark, during the middle ages (11th
and 12th centuries). Also the Finnish nations that border the Baltic and the gulf of Bothnia in
ancient time borrowed this name from the Scandinavians or the Goths, and still apply it to Russia,
which is called by the Finlanders Vendjd, Venddy or Vendt, and by the Esthonians Vene, If the
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Slavonians themselves ever applied any common name to the whole of their family, it must most
probably have been that by which we now are accustomed to call them, Slavs, or Slavonians; its
original native form was Slovine. Usually, however, each of the numerous tribes into which the
Slavonians were divided from days of yore called itself by some peculiar name, and even the
name Slovine never appears as a common appellation, handed down by tradition, but only as a
name which different tribes far remote from each other applied to themselves.
The most ancient sources from which we derive a knowledge of the Wends or Slavonians,
unanimously place them by the Vistula. From that river, which must have formed their western
frontier, they ex- tended eastward to the Dnieper, and even beyond. To the south the Carpathians
formed their boundary. To the north they perhaps crossed the Dwina into the territory afterwards
known as Novgorod.
In the extensive woods and marshes which cover these remote tracts the Slavonians seem to have
dwelt in peace and quiet during the first centuries after Christ, divided into a number of small
tribes or clans, providing for their own wants without troubling their neighbours, if they
themselves were not molested, and almost uninfluenced by the events which in those times
disturbed the greater part of Europe. At any rate, history has handed nothing down to us which
can lead us to suppose that the Slavs had, at that period, taken part in those important events.
In the third or fourth century the Goths advanced from the southern shores of the Baltic, through
the western part of what now constitutes Russia. One of their leaders, the conqueror Ermanarik,
having established here for a short time a powerful kingdom, the Slavs also were compelled to
bow beneath his yoke. But the Goths soon moved off southwards, and their relations to the Slavs
of Russia were at an end.
I must not here omit to refer to an interesting little discovery lately made, which, in my opinion,
must certainly have come down to us from these Gothic immigrants. It consists of a spear-head
bearing a short Runic inscription, which has been found in the neighbourhood of a town called
Kovel in Volhynia. This inscription is in the so-called ancient runes, and the period to which it
must belong is thus clearly determined as the third or fourth century A.D. It consists only of a
man's name — no doubt the owner's — which from the characters must probably be read E (?)
larids[2] The period and the idiomatic form of the inscribed name make it almost impossible not
to see in it a memento of the invasion of these lands by the Goths.
It was not long, however, before their primitive home became too narrow for the Slavs, and as
their numbers could no longer be contained within their ancient boundaries and, perhaps,
compelled to it by pressure from without — they began to spread them- selves to the west, in
which direction the great migrations of the fourth and fifth centuries had made abundant room
for the new immigrants.
By two different roads the Slavs now begin to advance in great masses. On the one side, they
cross the Vistula and extend over the tracts between the Carpathian mountains and the Baltic,
right down to the Elbe, the former Germanic population of this region having either emigrated
or being exhausted by their intestine contests and their deadly struggle with the Roman empire.
By this same road the Poles, and probably also the Chekhs of Bohemia and Moravia, reached
the districts they have inhabited since that period. In the rest of this western territory the
Slavonians were afterwards almost exterminated during their bloody wars with the Germans, so
that but few of their descendants exist.
The other road by which the Slavonians advanced lay to the south-west, along the course of the
Danube. These are the so-called South-Slavonians: the BuU garians^ the Servians^ the Croatians^
and farthest westward, the Slovens. A thousand years ago, how- ever, the Slavonians occupied
in this their new home a still more extensive tract of land than they do now; in the south Slavonic
colonies were to be found far down the Graeco-Turkish peninsula, and north- ward their territory
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extended over a large portion of what was anciently Dacia and Pannonia, — the country which,
a little later, the Hungarians made their home.
These Southern Slavs have played an important part with regard to the whole race, inasmuch as
they have been the intermediate link between Christianized civilisation and their own heathen
kindred tribes. It was to the Danubian Slavs (especially in Pannonia) that the two Thessalonian
brothers, Cyrillus and Methodius, the national saints of the Slavonians, preached the gospel in
their (Bulgarian ?) mother-tongue in the latter part of the ninth century, and founded a flourishing
literature. By the spread of Christianity to the other Southern and Eastern Slavs, this literature
found a new home, and until a few centuries ago, this[3] Old Slavonic tongue, in a slightly
modified form, was the only written language of these nations. Even at the present day it is the
language used by the Greek Church in their religious services.
Of the Slavonians who remained in their ancient home, which now forms the western part of
Russia, we hear little or nothing for several centuries. The first document which gives us an
explicit account of them is the old Russian chronicle, which bears the name of the monk Nestor:
in this work the father of Russian history has bequeathed us an extremely valuable sketch of the
ancient history of his native land to about the year mo. The author begins his work with a
description of the Slavonic tribes who dwelt in what is now called Russia at the commencement
of Russian history, that is to say, in the ninth century, and we perceive that the Slavs at that period
were just as far from forming a nation as they were when we first found them mentioned in
history; they were divided into a number of tribes, each independent of the other, and each
enjoying but little order in its internal social state.
These tribes were, according to Nestor, the Slovine (or Slavonians Kar έξοϰήν) round Lake
Ilmen, with Novgorod for their capital; to the south of them lay the Krivichi round the sources
of the Volga, the Dwina, and the Dnieper, with Smolensk fot their capital; west of them was a
kindred tribe, the Polochane by the little river Polota and the Dwina, their capital being Polotsk.
In the tract of land lying to the west of the Dnieper we find, if we turn south- wards, first the
Dregovichi then the Drevliane and farther on the Poliane^ one of the most important of them all,
whose capital, Kiev, became so celebrated in later times; besides some tribes of less importance.
On the eastern side of the Dnieper we meet with a few Slavonic tribes, namely, the Radimichi,
south of Smolensk, the Viatichi near Oka, the most easterly of all the tribes, and lastly the
Siveriane, just opposite the Poliane,
You will perceive that even at this time a single tribe only, the Viatichi, had reached the centre
of what is now called Russia; the Slavs cannot have established themselves much farther east
than they had done four hundred years before, when these districts were the common home of
the whole race. I must further call your attention to the fact that the name Russians was still
completely unknown, and as yet applied to none of the Slavonic tribes mentioned by Nestor.
If we cast a glance beyond the boundaries of the Slavonic world, we find the greater part of what
is now called Russia peopled by Finnish and Tataric tribes. The broad belt of steppes which
covers the southern part of that country, and which in antiquity had been inhabited principally
by the Scyths. was at that time occupied by hordes of Tatar or Turkish origin, living more or less
as nomads. The Khazars were the most important of these tribes at the opening of Russian history.
In the latter half of the seventh century A.D. they had formed a state, the capital of which was I
til on the Volga, in the neighbourhood of the modern town of Astrachan. A fortress of theirs is
also mentioned, Sarkel, ' the White House,' constructed with the assistance of Greek engineers
about 35 probably on the lower course of the river Don. By degrees the greater part of what is
now southern Russia fell into their power, and in the ninth century the Slavonic tribes nearest to
their frontier, the Polians, the Severians and the Viatichi, were forced to become their tributaries.
The state of the Khazarian ‘Khagan,' as their prince was titled, won the respect even of the Greeks,
and the extensive trade carried on by his subjects made them frequent guests in Constantinople.
It was reserved to the Russian princes by degrees to repel the Khazars, till, in the year 969, their
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power was finally crushed by the conquest and destruction of their capital Itil, their fortress
Sarkel having been taken four years earlier by the Russian prince Sviatoslav.
North of the Khazars, along the Volga, particularly on the left bank of that river, dwelt several
other Tatar tribes. The most important of these were the Bulgarians of the Volga and the Kama.
This people is very frequently mentioned by historians, and we learn that they were not nomads,
like so many of their kindred tribes, but had fixed dwelling-places. They employed themselves
in agriculture, and also in trade, which indeed was their chief occupation, and their capital, Bulgar,
near the modern town of Kazan, was frequented by numerous merchants who reached it by the
Volga. Between the territory occupied by Slavs and the Volga, as well as throughout the whole
of the northern part of the extensive Russian dominions, dwelt a number of Finnish tribes, of
which many exist at the present day, though they are now more or less intermingled with the
Russians, and are certainly not so numerous as in former times. Thus Nestor mentions the
Mordvins {Mordva} the most southern tribe of all, now settled between the Oka and the Volga.
To the north of them, in the present governments of Viatka and Kazan, we still find the Cheremis.
Cheremisa of Nestor. If we turn to the north-west, we find north of the Slavonians of Novgorod,
dwelling round the Gulf of Finland and Lake Ladoga, different Finnish tribes, nearly akin to the
inhabitants of Finland, whom the Russian chronicles comprise under the common name Chud.
These, with the Lettish and Lithuanian tribes who dwelt to the south of them, west of the Krivichi
and the Polochans, completely excluded the Slavs from the Baltic and its bays.
The tribes whom Nestor mentions as dwelling nearest to the Slavs on their eastern side, in the
centre of modern Russia, have, on the contrary, quite disappeared, having been gradually
absorbed by the Slavonian nationality. He thus names one tribe, Muroma^ who lived near the
Oka, to the north-west of the Mordvins, and who probably were nearly akin to them. This tribe
has long ago become extinct. Its name however still exists as the name of an ancient town,
Murom, on the Oka. To the north of them dwelt the Meria^ and farther northward the two tribes
which once were doubtless large and important. Jordanes, in his History of the Goths, names the
Vastna{}\ the Merens, and the Mordens (i. e. the Ves, the Meria, and the Mordvins), among the
peoples who had once been subjugated by the Gothic conqueror Ermanarik. The name of the
Ves occurs too in Arabic authors as Visu. According to Nestor the two lakes, Rostov and
Kleshtchino (or Pereyaslavl), formed the centre of the Merian terriory, while the Ves are said to
have dwelt near the lake Bielo-ozero.
Of the extinct Finnish tribes the Meria is perhaps the one of which we know the most. From
1851 to 1854 a Russian archaeologist, Count A. Uvarov, with great energy undertook a long
series of researches in the territory the Merians inhabited in former times. In the course of his
enquiry he opened no less than 7729 barrows, of which in this district there is an immense
number, often, as it were, massed together as in great cemeteries. His researches have brought
to light a great many antiquities of all kinds, — weapons (axes and spears, but no swords, this
weapon being unknown to all Finnish tribes), household utensils, furniture, ornaments, coins,
&c. &c., which had been buried with the deceased. These antiquities, which are now deposited
in a museum in Moscow, cast a new light on the manners and customs of this tribe, long since
extinct ^ The insight we have thus acquired enables us to judge of the mode of living, &c., of
their kindred tribes of whom no such relics exist. It is needless here to particularise these results,
which are not connected with our subject. I will only remark that it must have been a barbarous
tribe and but little civilised, chiefly engaged in war and the chase. The discovery of numerous
coins, Arabic and of the west of Europe, indicates that they carried on commerce, and also proves
that their nationality and their peculiar customs were still in existence in the twelfth century, for
the most modern coins which have been found belong to that age. But from that time their
denationalisation must have advanced with rapid strides, contemporaneously with the spread of
Christianity and the immigration of Slavonic settlers.
It is not necessary to dwell any longer on the list of names of other tribes; these few remarks
must suffice to give a general idea of the ethnographic relations that existed in the ninth century
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in the lands now known to us as Russia. We find that extensive country peopled by a number of
tribes of different descent — Slavs, Finns, Tatars — united by no common tie and all generally
but little civi- lised. It was only about the middle of the ninth century that the foundation was
laid of the Russian state, the first nucleus of that mighty empire which has afterwards united all
these various races into one political body.
In the year 859 says Nestor, came the Varangians from beyond the sea and demanded tribute
from the Chud and from the Slavonians, the Meria, the Ves and the Krivichi; but the Khazars
took tribute of the Polians, the Severians, and of the Viatichi.
Then he continues: * In the year 62 they drove the Varangians over the sea, and paid them no
tribute, and they began to govern themselves, and there was no justice among them, and clan
rose against clan, and there was internal strife between them, and they began to make war upon
each other. And they said to each other: Let us seek for a prince who can reign over us and judge
what is right. And they went over the sea to the Varangians, to Rus, for so were these Varangians
called: they were called Rus as others are called Svie (Swedes), others Nurmane (Northmen,
Norwegians), others Angliane (English, or Angles of Sleswick ?), others Gote (probably the
inhabitants of the island of Gothland). The Chud, the Slavonians, the Krivichi and the Ves said
to Rus: Our land is large and rich, but there is no order in it; come ye and rule and reign over us.
And three brothers were chosen with their whole clan, and they took with them all the Rus, and
they came. And the eldest, Rurik, settled in Novgorod , and the second, Sineus, near Bielo-ozero,
and the third, Truvor, in Izborsk. And the Russian land, Novgorod, was called after these
Varangians; they are the Novgorodians of Varangian descent; previously the Novgorodians were
Slavonians. But after the lapse of two years Sineus and his brother Truvor died, and Rurik
assumed the government and divided the towns among his men, to one Polotsk, to another Rostov,
to another Bielo-ozero,
Such is Nestor's natve description of the foundation of the Russian state. If it be read without
prejudice or sophistical comment, it cannot be doubted that the word Varangians is used here as
a common term for the inhabitants of Scandinavia, and that Rus' was meant to be the name of a
particular Scandinavian tribe; this tribe, headed by Rurik and his brothers, is said to have crossed
the sea and founded a state whose capital, for a time, was Novgorod, and this state was the nucleus
of the present Russian empire.
Next, Nestor tells us that in the same year two of Rurik's men, who were not of his family, Askold
and Dir, separated themselves from him with the intention to go to Constantinople. They went
down the Dnieper; but when they arrived at Kiev, the capital of the Polians, who at that time
were tributary to the Khazars, they preferred to stay there, and founded in that town an
independent principality. Twenty years after, in 882, this principality was incorporated by Rurik's
successor Oleg: by a stratagem he made himself master of the town and killed Askold and Dir,
and from this time Kiev, * the mother of all Russian towns,' as it was called, remained the capital
of the Russian state and the centre of the Russian name.
Some details of minor importance in Nestor's account may be doubtful or need a critical sifting;
in the third lecture I shall return to this question. But this circumstance does not influence the
chief point, the express statement that the tribe that founded the Russian state and gave it its
name, was of Scandinavian origin. For this tribe I will use in the sequel the name Russ to
distinguish them from the modern Slavonic Russians.
It is true that in many cases it is a difficult task for critics to re-establish the original wording of
the so-called Nestorian text, in consequence of the peculiar manner in which the Russian
chronicles have come down to us: each transcriber having at pleasure altered or added to the
wording of the text, and the oldest manuscripts we possess not being of earlier date than the
fourteenth century. But the statement of the chronicles as to the origin of the Russian state is one
of the invariable points in them. It is not only common to all copies, but it runs like a red thread
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through the whole of the ancient history of Russia, and it must therefore have belonged even to
the archetype itself of the chronicle, as It was penned at the beginning of the twelfth century. To
suppose that in the course of little more than two hundred years the tradition could have been
falsified to such a degree, that the oldest chroniclers could have been completely mistaken, is
absurd.
From the time historical critics first became acquainted with Nestor's account, that is to say from
the beginning of the last century, until about fifteen or twenty years ago, scarcely any one
ventured to doubt the accuracy of his statement. Plenty of evidence was even gradually produced
from other sources to corroborate in the most striking manner the tradi- tion of the Russian
chronicles. A few voices, it is true, had been raised against it, and had advocated different views.
Thus Ewers, a German savant ^ was pleased to turn the Varangians, who founded the Russian
state, into Khazars, while several Slavonic scholars regarded them as Slavs from Prussia or
Holsatia. But all their arguments were easily confuted and found but little credence. The descent
of the ancient Russ from the Scandinavians seemed to be irrefutably established to the satisfaction
of all sober students both Russian and foreign, especially since the Russian historian, M. Pogodin,
whose death last year (1875) science has to lament, warmly defended it in a number of writings
in his native tongue *, and E. Kunik, Member of the Academy of St. Petersburg, with profound
learning had explained the philological side of the question in his important work entitled, 'Die
Berufung der schwedischen Rodsen durch die Finnen und Slawen. (St. Petersburg, 1844-45.)
* In his work Urspning des Russischen Staats. Riga and Leipzig, 1808.
In Russia itself, however, there was a party which still shrank from acknowledging the foreign
origin of the Russian name by accepting this theory; and in 1859 a storm was raised against the
so-called Northman or Scandinavian school. The attack was opened by V. Lamanski in a Russian
work entitled 'On the Slavs of Asia Minor, Africa, and Spain,* in which the author advocated
the Slavonic origin of the Russ; and in the following year (i860) a work was published by N. I.
Kostomarov, *On the Origin of Russia' (o aaiajt Pyca), which attempted to prove that the
Varangians, who were called in by the Slavs and Finns in 862, were Lithuanians. Since that time
a complete deluge of works and pamphlets have appeared in Russia, all intended to weaken the
authority of the venerable Nestor, and to combat the arguments of the Scandinavian school. That
is really the only point on which the different authors are agreed. For the rest they differ materially
in their opinions; most of them, however, advocate the Slavonic origin of the Russ, and, in direct
contradiction to the unanimous testimony of all records, assume that they had always lived in
southern Russia.
* A list of this literature is given by Kunik in M^moires de T Academic Imp^riale de St.
Petersbourg, vii. serie, t. xxiii. pp. 279 fF., 409 fF.
* Comp. e.g. the Athenaeum, July 27, 1872, p. 113 fif.
It would be wearisome to dwell longer on the details of this literature. It is really but a slight
portion of it that has any scientific value. I shall only name one author of this school whose work
bears at least the impress of serious thought and much learning; I mean S. Gedeonov, who has
written ^Researches on the Varangian Question V By far the greater part of these writings are
of such a nature as to possess no claim to be called scientific: any really scientific method is
superseded by the vaguest and most arbitrary fancies, which appear to be inspired more by
ill-judged national fanaticism than by serious desire to discover the truth. Every impartial reader
must receive the impression that their only aim is, at any cost, to suppress the unpleasant fact
that the origin of the Russian state was due to' 3 foreign race of princes — as if such a
circumstance could in any way be dishonouring to a great nation.
The new theories, here alluded to, have not failed to find contradiction even in Russia itself. The
old champions, Pogodin and especially Kunik, have re- peatedly entered the lists in defence of
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their favourite subject, and in one work after another have combated the vague fancies of their
adversaries, and other scholars, not less temperate than the first mentioned, have intrepidly
followed their example. It has certainly been acknowledged that the criticism of the antiScandinavianists has cast a new light upon some details of the question. But the chief question
is quite uninfluenced hereby, and, generally speaking, the theory of the Scandinavian origin of
the Russ has not yet been shaken a hair's breadth.
However, it cannot be wondered that people who are not able themselves to judge the question
profoundly and impartially may have received another impression from its discussion. Thus
anti-Scandinavianism appears to have become almost an article of faith with Russian patriots,
and has even found its way, as an incontestable fact, to certain class-books of Russian history.
On the other side, the great number of discrepant opinions that have been put forth, in the eyes
of many persons, have rendered the question so obscure and intricate that they begin to doubt
the possibility of its being cleared up. Even so impartial a scholar as R. G. Latham* has not been
able to come to a satisfactory solution, but in a very singular manner, that can be explained only
by an imperfect knowledge of the details of the question, hesitates between different views,
taking his exceptions to all of them. However he seems most inclined to regard the stock of the
Russ as Goths, a view involving a confusion which cannot be sufficiently deprecated.
* The Nationalities of Europe, vol. i. p. 364 flf. London, 1863.
Under these circumstances it is certainly time that the question of the origin of the Russ should
be subjected to a fresh discussion carried on according to the method of modern science, and
that Scandinavian philologists especially should contribute to its solution. This is the task I have
set myself in these lectures. I hope to be able to treat this subject without laying myself open to
the accusation of undue partiality and national prejudice, and to prove to your satisfaction that
the tribe which in the ninth century founded the Russian state, and to whom the name Russ was
originally applied, really were ‘Northmen’ or Scandinavians of Swedish origin.
This is not only the explicit tradition in Russia Itself, handed down to us by the chronicles in the
most clear and incontestable language, but it is also corroborated, directly or indirectly, by
abundance of evidence from other sources, linguistic, historical, and archaeological.
There are two literatures especially which have preserved most valuable notices respecting the
Russ, and which therefore, together with the native chronicles, furnish us with the most important
information with reference to our subject, viz. the literature of the Byzantine empire and that of
Arabia.
From their first appearance in Russia the Russ carried on a lively intercourse with Greece. The
name by which the Greeks mention them is Rhὀs (Ρϖς) or Rusioi (Ρούσιοι); this latter form
however does not occur before the middle of the tenth century; till then the form 'Ρϖς is
exclusively used. The first time we meet with this name is in the year 839, in a passage which I
shall review in my next lecture. There is really no suggestion which would lead us to suppose
that the Greeks before that time had come into contact with the people they called Rhὀs; their
closer relation to them is even considerably later, a fact which highly corroborates the
approximate correctness, at least, of Nestor's chronology.
The anti-Scandinavianists have sought to prove that Greek documents recognise the existence
of the Russ long before that time. Because they think they have proved Nestor untrustworthy
with respect to his chronology, they conclude that his statement in general is a mere fiction. But
apart from the in- justice of such a conclusion, the proofs adduced are completely untenable. I
will venture to speak of a passage of which much has been made. It is from a Greek author,
Theophanes Isaakios (+817). He relates that the Greek emperor Constantine Copronymos, in the
year 773, made war on the Bulgarians who dwelt near the Danube. He first dispatched a great
army in 2000 galleys, and then himself sailed off on board some other galleys which are called
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Τά ρούσια χελάνΰια. These ρούσια χελάνΰια have been interpreted as 'the Russian galleys.' But
we must observe that the word ρούσιος in the signification of Russian is not to be found in Greek
before the middle of the tenth century. Until that period those people were always called 'Ρϖς,
and the adjective formed from that word was ρούσιος; in the next place it is expressly said that
the Russ did not use ‘chelandia,’ which were a very large kind of ship, but that they always used
small ships or boats. The fact is simply this, Ρούσιος is a common Greek word signifying red.
We learn elsewhere that at that period the ships in which the Greek emperor sailed were painted
red; and the expression Τά ρούσια χελάνΰια has nothing at all to do with the Russ, but only means
‘the red (or imperial) galleys,' in opposition to the common war (or transport) galleys in which
the army sailed. Consequently this argument proves nothing. It is incontestable that the first time
the Greeks came in contact with the Russ, as far as we know, was in 838 or 839, and this is also
the only time the name Russ is mentioned in any document before the time of Rurik*.
But nearly thirty years elapsed before the Greeks, to their sorrow, made a closer acquaintance
with this tribe of bold and bloodthirsty warriors. The Russ had scarcely got a footing on the banks
of lake Ilmen and the Dnieper, before the contiguous native tribes felt the might of these
conquering invaders; and the splendour and wealth of Constantinople itself, the brilliant capital
of the Oriental world, the heiress of Roman power and civilisation, soon attracted their greedy
eyes, and for some time made the imperial city the longed-for goal of their expeditions.
* The Roman Anastasius also, who in the latter half of the ninth century translated the
Chronography of Theophanes into Latin (Historia ecclesiastica ex Theophane), and who had
himself sojourned at Constantinople, renders thus the passage in question: ‘et ingressus ipse in
rubea chelandia motus est ad intrandum Danubium amnem' (Theophanis Chronographia, vol. ii.
p. 243. Bonnae, 1841).

In 865 the Russ started from Kiev, then ruled by Askold and Dir, went down the Dnieper, crossed
the Black Sea, and having in the most cruel manner ravaged with fire and sword the coasts and
isles of the Black Sea and the Propontis, suddenly appeared with a fleet of 200 vessels before
the peaceful and unsuspecting capital which hitherto had at most held friendly intercourse with
them, and only by rumour knew of their raids upon the neighbouring tribes. The consternation
in the city was general. Nobody seems to have thought of defence, but with the emperor and the
patriarch Photios at their head, the inhabitants had recourse to ceremonies and prayers to the
Holy Virgin. And really the town was saved as it were by a miracle. A storm suddenly arose
which destroyed the vessels of the heathen Russ, so that only a few of them escaped the general
destruction. It is rather an interesting fact, that besides the accounts of the chronicles on this
expedition, two direct documents concerning it have been preserved. A few years ago two
sermons of the patriarch Photios, entitled ‘On the occasion of the attack of the Rhos' (εϊϛ τόν
έϕοδον ‘Ρϖς), were discovered in Russia; and an encyclical epistle from him to the Oriental
bishops, written at the end of 866 with especial reference to the same event, is in existence. In
this epistle he mentions the people called Rhos, which (to use his own words) has often been
spoken of by many, a people which surpasses all others in ferocity and bloodthirstiness. After
having subdued the nations surrounding them, these Rhos have now carried their overweening
pride so far as to raise their hands even against the Roman empire.' He adds, ‘even these people
have now left their heathen and ungodly religion, and are converted to Christianity, and they
have received a bishop;' however, there is every reason for doubting whether this conversion
was of any extent or durability.
The next expedition of the Russ was undertaken in 907 by Oleg, at the head of a fleet of 2000
vessels, and was crowned with more success. This time too they ravaged in the most cruel manner
the coasts and suburbs of Constantinople, but the Greeks having barricaded the entrance to the
city from the sea-side the Russ could not force their way into it, until, according to the relation
of Nestor, who is our only authority for this expedition, Oleg had his ships dragged on shore and
put on wheels; the wind filled the sails, and in this way they sailed on dry land towards the town.
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Confounded by the strange sight, the Greeks sent to Oleg, offering to pay him whatever tribute
he might demand. The Greeks were then obliged to disburse an enormous ransom, and to consent
to a peace very advantageous to the Russ. Five years later the conditions of this peace were more
exactly stipulated in a mutual treaty, the wording of which is handed down to us by Nestor.
The successor of Oleg was Igor, who in his turn undertook against the Greek empire two
expeditions, of which several documents give us a description. The first took place in 941, and
was particularly directed against the Asiatic coasts of the Black Sea. But it ended very
unfortunately. The imperial army fell upon Igor, and the famous Greek fire especially caused
dreadful destruction to his vessels, and spread panic among his people, of whom but a remnant
returned home to tell their countrymen the issue of the expedition.
Thirsting for revenge, Igor assembled an enormous army, comprising both his subjects and hired
troops, and in 944 again appeared off the Greek coasts with a numerous fleet; this time he won
an easy victory. As soon as the Greeks had notice of the approach of the Russian army, they
humbled them- selves again and purchased for an enormous sum a peace, which, in the following
year, was confirmed by a new treaty.
During the succeeding hundred years some other expeditions were undertaken by the Russ against
the Greek empire, but with little success; after 1043 those attacks of the Russ cease altogether.
It was not, however, merely as pirates and warriors that the Russ came into contact with the
Greeks. What attracted them to Constantinople, far more than the uncertain chance of booty and
tribute, was trade S At the beginning of every summer great fleets of Russian merchantmen
regularly arrived at the Greek capital. The wares they brought with them were chiefly the furs
of all kinds which they had obtained from the tribes subject to them; also slaves, honey, &c.; in
return Greece provided them with articles of luxury, ornaments of gold and silver, silk and other
costly stuffs, specially what is called in Slavonic pavolok in Old Norse pell, probably a kind of
brocade; they also took the wines and the fruits of the South, &c. Of the extent and importance
of this commerce we have plenty of proofs from different sources; I shall presently give an
analysis of a very interesting passage upon this subject from an illustrious Greek author, the
emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus himself. The two treaties between the Russ and the Greeks,
which I have already mentioned, also prove the great importance of the Russian trade, their chief
purpose being to stipulate for the commercial privileges of the Russ; it is even possible that the
later expeditions of the Russ against Greece were undertaken principally to secure those
privileges. Add to this that from the beginning of the tenth century the Russ often served in the
Greek army and navy and you will see that the Greeks had plenty of opportunities of becoming
acquainted with that people. It is therefore no wonder that we exceedingly often find the Rhὀs
mentioned by Byzantine authors, and that we owe to the intercourse of the Russ with the Greeks
some of the most decisive proofs of their Scandinavian nationality, which I shall mention in my
next lecture.
Besides the Greeks there is another group of writers who give us much information with respect
to the ancient Russ. I mean the Arabian, or rather the Mahomedan, authors; and the name by
which they mention the Russ is Rûs.
The sketch of this tribe which the Oriental authors give us corresponds exactly with that presented
to us by Greek writers. We find them represented as an extremely active, restless, and fool-hardy
people, who, braving all dangers and difficulties, pressed forward far into the unknown regions
of the East. Now they appear as peaceful merchants, now as bloodthirsty warriors who, like a
flash of lightning, suddenly fall upon the unsuspecting inhabitants, plundering and murdering
them, or carrying them away into captivity. Unlike the other warlike tribes who in those times
were a terror to their neighbours, they never approached them by land, but always by sea, their
only conveyance being their ships. From the land lying round the sources of the Volga they
descended that river and traded with the Bulgarians; by the Dnieper they reached the Black Sea,
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which from about 900 to 1223 even bore the name of the Russian Sea, because, as Masudi the
Arab (c. 940) says, none but the Russ navigate it' But they did not even stop there. Through the
Volga, which they sometimes reached from the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov by sailing up the
Don and thence crossing to that river, they forced their way into the Caspian Sea. The first time
they infested those regions was as early as c. 880. During the next hundred years the Russ
undertook several expeditions thither, often in great swarms; thus we read in Masudi that in the
year 913 they appeared in the Caspian Sea with a fleet of 500 ships, each containing 100 men.
It is worth noticing how early the expeditions of the Russ to these lands began, and how rapidly
their name became known and feared in the East also. There is however nothing unreasonable
in this, when we remember that even in 865 the Russ had ventured so far as to attack
Constantinople. Yet nearly twenty years elapse from the date fixed by Nestor for the
establishment of the Russian state, before the Oriental nations made acquaintance with that
people.
On the other side it deserves notice that we do not find the Russ referred to by Oriental writers
before that time. It is true, there were very few historical and geographical writers among the
Arabs before that period; nevertheless there are at least five or six authors who mention the
Slavs*, but none of them say a single word of the Russ. The most ancient of the Mahomedan
authors who mention them wrote about the year 900.
* The usual Arabian name of the Slavs is Sahlah plural Sahalibah, a form which is evidently
borrowed from the Greek Σκλάβοι.
Some of these authors have bequeathed to us most interesting sketches of manners and customs
in ancient Russia. One of the earliest of these writers is Ibn Dustah (c. 91a A.D.)2 He tells us:
‘The Russ dwell on a marshy island, surrounded by a lake, three days' journey (about 60 English
miles) in circumference, and covered with swamps and forests; it is extremely unhealthy, and
so marshy that the earth quivers when the foot is set to the ground. They have a prince who is
called Khakan-RAs. They attack the Slavs by ship, take them prisoner, and afterwards carry
them to the Khazars and Bulgarians and sell them as slaves. They have no cornfields, but live
on what they can plunder from the Slavs. When a son is born to any one of them, the father
throws a sword at him, saying, " I do not leave thee any property; thine is only what thou gainest
with thy sword." They have neither real property nor towns nor fields; their only occupation is
trading in all sorts of fur; they keep in their belts the money they receive for it. The men wear
gold bracelets. If any of their tribes want assistance, all of them take the field; they do not separate,
but fight unanimously against the enemy until they vanquish him. When any one goes to law
with another, they plead before the king, and when the king has passed sentence, what he orders
is performed. But when neither of the parties is satisfied with his decision, he orders them to
settle the matter themselves with their swords: he whose sword is the sharper gains the cause.
They are courageous and brave. When they attack another people, they do not cease till they
have completely destroyed them; they ravish the vanquished, and make slaves of them. They are
tall and look well, and show great boldness in their attacks; however, they do not exhibit their
boldness on horseback, but undertake all their expeditions and attacks in ships. . . . They always
wear their swords, because they have but little confidence in each other, and because fraud is
very common among them; if any one succeed in acquiring property, to ever so slight an amount,
even his brother or comrade immediately will envy him, and watch for an opportunity to kill and
plunder him. When a man of quality dies, they make him a tomb in the shape of a large house,
put him in there, and together with him they put into the same tomb. His clothes as well as the
gold bracelets he has worn, and a quantity of victuals and vessels with drink and coins. Finally
they put the favourite wife of the deceased alive into the barrow, fill up the entrance, and the
woman dies in the enclosure.
* The anti-Scandinavianists thought they had found a far earlier reference to the Russ. It was a
passage in a Persian translation of an historical work by the Arabian Tabary, where, under the
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date of the year 643, a people is spoken of called Rûs, the enemies of all the world, especially
of the Arabs, as it is expressed. This passage has been quoted as a proof that the Russ had dwelt
somewhere north of the Black Sea or the Caspian Sea long before the date given by Nestor. The
passage in question, however, proves nothing; for it has been proved that this notice of the Rûs
does not appear in the corresponding place in the Arabian original of Tabary himself. It was
consequently interpolated by the Persian translator who wrote c. 963, and in whose time the
Oriental nations had had ample opportunity to become acquainted with the Russ. See Dom's
Caspia, M’moires de I'Acad. Imp^r. des sciences de St. Petersbourg, and Kunik, ibid., p. 333 flf.
For the present I will only call your attention to the contrast, in Ibn Dustah's account, between
the Russ themselves and the Slavs on whom they made war. Next we must observe that Ibn
Dustah's sketch of the Russ in reality does not at all answer to their mode of living in his day;
for then they dwelt in Kiev, and not upon an unhealthy remote island, and at that time their state
was completely organized, politically speaking, and they were no mere plunderers as he has
represented them.
It appears to me that we here have a statement from a second, perhaps even a third hand, the
source of which dates from the time before the foundation of the Russian state, at which period
the dwellings and mode of living of the Russ may have been such as he describes them. When
the author says that their prince was called Khakan-Rûs it seems to suggest that he may have
derived his statement, directly or indirectly, from the Khazars, as Khakan is a Turkish or Tatar
title which was really applied to their own princes by the Khazars themselves.
Another Arabian author who gives us a most remarkable, though in several points certainly
exaggerated and uncritical, account of the Russ, is Ibn Fadhlan. In 921 and 922 he was sent to
the Volga Bulgarians as ambassador from the Kalif Muktadir, and during his stay there he often
had an opportunity of seeing the Russ when they came down the Volga to trade with the
Bulgarians. Of this journey he left a description, of which fragments are preserved in the
Geographical Dictionary of Yakut, under the article Rûs.*
‘I saw the Russ,' says Ibn Fadhlan, ‘who had arrived with their wares, and had encamped upon
the river Itil (Volga). Never saw I people of more perfect stature; they are tall like palm-trees,
ruddy and fair-haired. They clothe themselves neither in jackets nor in kaftans, but the men wear
a coarse cloak, which they throw over the one side, so that one of their hands is left free. Every
man carries an axe, a knife, and a sword. Without these weapons they are never seen. Their
swords are broad, streaked with wavy lines, and of Prankish workmanship The women wear on
the bosom a small capsule of iron, copper, silver, or gold, according to the wealth and standing
of the husband. On the capsule is a ring, and on that a knife, fastened equally on the bosom.
Round the neck they wear gold and silver chains. When a man possesses ten thousand dirhems
(silver coins), he has a chain made for his wife; if he has twenty thousand, she gets two
neck-chains, and in that way, as often as he becomes ten thousand dirhems richer, his wife
receives another chain. Therefore a Russian woman often wears a great many chains round her
neck. Their greatest ornament in ships. They are very fond of them, and will pay a dirhem a piece
for them and string them as neck-chains for their wives. They are the most uncleanly men that
God has created. . . . They come from their country, anchor their ships in the Itil, which is a large
river, and build on its shores large booths of wood. In such a booth ten or twenty of them live
together, and each of them has a settle. ... As soon as their ships have arrived at the anchoringplace, each of them goes on shore, taking with him bread, meat, onions, milk and spirituous
drinks, and proceeds to an erect high pole carved to resemble a human face, and surrounded by
small images, behind which other high poles are erected. When he arrives at the high wooden
figure, he prostrates himself before it, saying: Oh, my Lord, I have come from afar and bring
with me so many girls and so many sables. Having enumerated in this way all the wares he has
brought, he continues: This present I have brought to thee. Then he leaves before the wooden
image what he has brought, saying: I pray thee to grant me a purchaser well provided with gold
and silver coins, who will buy all as I wish without bargaining. Having said this he goes off.
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When his business goes wrong and the time seems long to him, he comes back bringing a second
and even a third present* If he cannot yet attain what he wishes, he brings a present for each of
the small images, and entreats their intercession, saying: Are not these our Lord's wives, daughters
and sons? If his business then prospers, and he sells all his wares, be says: My Lord has fulfilled
my wish; now it is my duty to make him a return. Then he offers to the gods a sacrifice of many
oxen and sheep.
* Frahn, Ibn-Foszlan's und anderer Araber Berichte iiber die Russen alterer Zeit St. Petersburg,
1823, 410.
Now follows a description of the funeral of a Russian chieftain, but it is too long to be given
here in extenso. A chieftain of the Russ died during their stay there. First his slaves were asked,
which of them would die with him, and one of the girls declared herself willing to do so. On the
day of the funeral the corpse was taken on board the ship, and placed there within a kind of tent.
Beside him were laid his weapon, and the bodies of several victims, among others two horses.
Finally, the girl too was led thither and killed. Then the ship was set on fire, and ere an hour
elapsed, all, both ship and corpses, had become the prey of the flames, and were reduced to ashes.
However interesting these different accounts of the Russ may be, as evidence of the manners
and customs of ancient Russia, they cast generally but little light on the question of the nationality
of the Russ. The vague signification which the Oriental nations gradually attached to the name
Rus is one of the reasons for this. For it is evident that they very soon began to apply this name
not only to the Russ properly speaking, but to all the people who belonged to the Russian
kingdom, were they Scandinavians, Slavs, or Finns, that is, to all who came eastwards from
beyond the Bulgarians and Khazars. We find a clear indication of this application of the word
in a notice which is to be met with in several Arabian authors of the tenth century (the earliest
being, it appears, either Abu-Iskhak al-Istakhri or Abu-Zaid al-Balkhi, both c. 950. A.D.) They
say as follows: ‘The Rus are divided into three tribes. The one is nearest the Bulgarians, and
their king dwells in a town called Kuyabak (Kiev) which is larger than Bulgar. The second and
more remote tribe is called Seldviyah; the third is called Artaniah (or Barman niah) and its king
lives in Arta (?). The first of the three tribes is evidently the Russ proper in Kiev; the second are
Slavs, chiefly those of Novgorod; by the third is probably meant some Finnish tribe, but which
of these is particularly referred to, is doubtful; whether the Ersa-Mordwins (?) or the Permians,
in Anglo-Saxon Beormas, in Old Norse BjarntarQ),
On account of the uncertainty which reigns in the terminology of Oriental authors, it cannot be
doubted that many of the notices they give us of manners and customs in Russia, do not really
refer to the Russ themselves, but now to one now to another of the tribes which were comprised
under this name. Any theory whatever that has been proposed with regard to the nationality of
the Russ has therefore been able to find specious support in Oriental authors. Under these
circumstances it is necessary to use these writings with great caution, all the more as they certainly
contain several exaggerations or misapprehensions. It is, however, incontestable that there are
notices which can only apply to the Scandinavians, and therefore may be properly used to support
Nestor's account of the origin of the Russ.
I will return to this point in the next lecture, when I will review the evidence produced from
different sources to prove that the Russ really were Scandinavians.
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LECTURE 11.
ON THE SCANDINAVIAN ORIGIN OF THE ANCIENT RUSS.

I

N THE PRECEDING LECTURE I sought to take a survey of the ethnography of ancient
Russia; I gave you Nestor's relation of the foundation of the Russian state, and I added a
description of its founders, the Russ, derived from Greek and Oriental sources.

I am now going to lay before you evidence from other sources to corroborate Nestor's account
of the Scandinavian origin of the Russ. I freely confess that most of this evidence is by np means
new; but con- sidering the opposition which has been raised against this view, it cannot be too
often repeated, and I hope also to be able to present to you fresher and more correct views as to
some of the details of the subject than have hitherto been entertained.
As I have mentioned before, the Greek form of the name Russ is Rûs ‘Ρϖς (or Rusioi Ρούϭιοι)
and from the close of the ninth century Byzantine literature abounds in references to the Rhos.
There is no doubt that the Greeks were thoroughly acquainted with this people, and it is evident
that they well knew how to distinguish them from other neighbouring nations and particularly
from the Slavs. But if we ask for the real nationality of the people to whom the Greeks applied
the name Rûs Byzantine literature itself gives us no direct and positive answer. A designation
of them which sometimes occurs, is Scyths (Σκνθαϊ) or Tauroscyths (Τανροϭκνθαί); but that is
a learned name, not a popular one, referring only to their dwelling in the territory of the ancient
Scyths, north of the Black Sea, without reference to their nationality. A few of the Byzantine
authors give us a little more definite suggestion on this subject, inasmuch as, in mentioning the
expedition of 941, they design the Rhos as ‘being of the race of the Franks,’ i.e. of Teutonic race,
for in this general signification the name Franks is sometimes used by the Byzantines.
But fortunately there are other ways of supplying this want. I shall begin by reviewing a series
of passages from mediaeval authors of Western Europe, which give us precise information upon
the ethnographical meaning of the Greek word Rûs. The unanimous testimony of these documents
is that by this name the Greeks denoted the same people which else- where in Europe was so
well known under the common name of Northmen,
The first time we find the Rhos mentioned is in the so-called Annates Bertiniani for the year
839*. The portion of these annals in which this notice is found, and which includes the years
from 835 to 861, is due to the bishop of Troyes, Prudentius, a learned and conscientious man,
whose work ranks among the best and most trustworthy of that time. He tells us that in the year
839 there came to the emperor Louis the Pious Greek ambassadors, sent by the Byzantine emperor
Theophilos, who brought with them a letter, together with costly presents. The emperor received
them most honourably at Ingelheim on the 18th May. Together with them, continues Prudentius,
he sent some persons 'who said that they, — that is to say their nation, — were called Rhos’ and
whom their own king, Chacanus by name, had sent to him for friendship's sake, as they asserted;
' now he begged the emperor in the said letter, that they might travel under his protection through
the whole of his empire, as he would not allow them to return by the same way they had come,
because they were obliged to pass through rough and barbarous tribes of the utmost ferocity. But
inquiring more exactly the reason of their coming, he learned that they were of Swedish
nationality, and supposing that they had come rather as spies than in search of friendship, he
resolved to detain them near him, until he could discover whether their intention were honest or
not.
* The first who called attention to this passage was Th. S. Bayer in his Origines Russicae
(Commentationes Academiae Scient. Petropolitanae, viii 1736, p. 388). Since then it has been
discussed innumerable times. See especially Kunik, Die Berufung der schwed. Rodsen, ii. p. 195
fF.
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Hereupon he sent information to the Greek emperor through his ambassadors.
The meaning of this passage seems to me to be quite clear. The people whose king sent
ambassadors to the Greek emperor, and with whose existence the Greeks perhaps for, the first
time became acquainted, was called Rhos at Constantinople; whether they really used this name
in their own language, or only were called so by others, is a question to which I shall afterwards
return; here it is of no consequence. Under the same name, Rhos, the emperor The ophilos in his
turn introduced them to Louis the Pious in the letter with which he had furnished his ambassadors,
and which was of course written in Greek. That Prudentius refers to this letter is evident from
his writing Rhos, that plainly gives us the Greek form Ρϖς.* But this name being at that time yet
unknown in the whole of the West, it was necessary to make more exact inquiries of the
ambassadors, and the result was that those persons who in the letter of the Greek emperor were
designated as Rhos turned out to be Swedes, and consequently belonged to a branch of those
Northmen whom the Franks at that time knew but too well, and had every reason to suspect
Herein lies, then, the very natural explanation of the emperor's precautions against them. The
inference to be drawn from this passage consequently is, that Rhos, Ρϖς, was the Greek name
of the Swedes.
*Compare also the expression “quos rex ad se direxerat,” where the word se shows that this
notice is not due to Prudentius himself, but is a quotation of the words of the Greek emperor.
It is not said where the home of those Rhos was situated. It was perhaps somewhere in Sweden
itself; but it might be, too, that we have to do here with some emigrated tribe, already settled
beyond the Baltic or the Gulf of Bothnia. At any rate, the ambassadors had evidently gone to
Greece through what is now Russia, probably by the Dnieper, and it was by this road, really
infested by a number of barbarous tribes, that the emperor would not allow them to return.
One thing is remarkable, namely, that the king of the Rhos is said to be called Chacanus, It has
been very much disputed whether this is his name or his title. I have no doubt, however, that, at
least in the original Greek letter, it was meant to be the title khagan or khakan^ which I have
mentioned several times in the first lecture. But if we will ask how the Greek court came to give
him this foreign title, there is certainly a wide scope for guessing. The most probable explanation
is, it seems to me, that the Greeks confounded the Rhos with the Khazars, Avars, and other
northern barbaric tribes, and therefore applied to the king of the Rhos the same title which the
king of the Khazars bore . This is so much the less to be wondered at, as these Swedes can onlyhave reached the Black Sea through the land of the Khazars, and may even have been conducted
to Constantinople and introduced at the Byzantine court by Khazars. In any case, no inference
can be drawn from this appellation with respect to the nationality of the Rhos.
I cannot omit briefly to refer to the attempts of the anti-Scandinavianists to weaken this proof
of the signification of the name Rhos. They cannot, of course, deny that the persons spoken of
by Prudentius are Swedes, and their object therefore must be to show that the passage in question
does not prove the identity of the names Rhos and Swedes; but, on the contrary, suggests a
difference between them. The attempted explanations which have been given to this effect are
extremely far-fetched. On one hand, it has been asserted that these persons may have been Swedes
who, coming accidentally to Constantinople, had taken it into their heads to give themselves out
to be ambassadors from the king of the Rhos, and that the Prankish emperor may have been the
first to discover how matters stood. But this supposition is not borne out by any statement in the
document itself. It is, on the contrary, highly improbable. Why should they take it into their heads
to give them- selves out to be ambassadors? It has been replied that, of course, their intention
was fraudulently to obtain for themselves such presents as it was customary to offer to
ambassadors. But even if that be the case, why did they not represent themselves to be
ambassadors from their own nation instead of another? They could as well, or even better, have
obtained the supposed advantages of their deception without such double masquerading, by
which, indeed, they really gained nothing, but only made the part they tried to play doubly
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difficult and the danger of discovery doubly great. This supposition is in the highest degree
far-fetched and improbable. Accord- ing to another theory, which was first propounded in the
last century, and has been lately revived by Gedeonov, these persons are supposed to be Swedes
who were accidentally serving at the court of ‘the Russian Khagan,' and were sent by him as
ambassadors to Constantinople; they had, therefore, a perfect right to represent themselves, in
Constantinople, to be Rhos, though they themselves really belonged to another nationality. But
this explanation is as untenable as it is far-fetched. In the first place, it is quite opposed to
Prudentius' plain words, as the expressions ‘qui se id est gentem suam Rhos vocari dicebant,'
and ‘eos gentis esse Sueonum’ are quite parallel, and it is also said that it is their own king (rex
illorum) who sent them. In the next place, this interpretation is entirely opposed to the customs
and ideas of that period, and leaves unexplained the question which in that case must first and
foremost be cleared up, viz. how, in the ninth century, in an epoch when it was an unheard-of
thing that Scandinavians should take service under a foreign non-Scandinavian prince, a Russian
(i.e. Slavonic) ‘Khagan' in Kiev should employ Swedes as his ambassadors. Such a circumstance would necessarily suggest a relationship between the Russ and the Swedes; and
consequently, even if this hypothesis were not in itself untenable, the conclusion to be drawn
from it, at all events, would be quite other than that which its propounders would desire.
I am convinced that every impartial reader will see at once how strained and forced these
explanations are, and acknowledge that the only simple and natural interpretation of the passage
in Prudentius is, that Rhos was the Greek designation for the Scandinavians or Northmen, who
in this case happened to be Swedes.
This passage is the most ancient in which the name Russ is mentioned, and it is the only occasion
on which we meet with it before Rurik's time. The conclusion we draw from it is most evidently
corroborated by documents of a rather more recent date. There are several Latin writers who in
mentioning some of the expeditions of the Russ against Constantinople, expressly identify them
with the people who, in the Roman-Teutonic world, were called Normanni. Of the expedition
which took place in 865, Venetian chronicles have preserved some short notices. It is true, the
oldest of these chronicles is more than a century younger than the event itself; it is written by
Johannes Diaconus, who lived at the close of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century.
But just as the notice given by him has again been transcribed by later chroniclers, so there can
be no doubt that it is founded on an authentic contemporary account. It must be remembered, as
Mr. Kunik observes, that the Venetians, from an early date, carried on an extensive trade in the
Mediterranean, and that above all they held lively commercial and diplomatic intercourse with
the capital of the Byzantine empire which exercised even at those times, at least in name, a sort
of supremacy over the proud republic. Under these circumstances, the almost incredible event
which took place in that year, the attack of Russian pirates on Constantinople itself, must very
early have become known at Venice, from citizens who had been eye-witnesses of it, and from
some such account the notice of the chronicler Johannes Diaconus must have been derived. He
says, without stating the year, but in connection with events which took place about 865, that
at that time Northmen ventured to attack the city of Constantinople with 360 vessels; but not
being able to injure the impregnable city itself, they fought gallantly in the suburbs and killed
as many people as possible, after which they returned home in triumph.Notwithstanding some
difference between the details in this account and that of Nestor and the Byzantine authors, it is
obvious that the Northmen of Johannes Diaconus and the Rhos of the Greeks are identical; no
other people of that period will answer to the description.
If, nevertheless, any one should call this conclusion in question, every doubt must vanish, if we
compare a passage or two of another Italian author, the Lombard Liudprand, who from 963 was
bishop of Cremona. He had been twice at Constantinople, first between the years 948 and 950
as ambassador from king Berengarius II, and afterwards for four months in 968 as ambassador
from the emperor Otto I. Consequently he had had a good opportunity of making himself familiar
with the affairs of the Byzantine empire, and the accounts he has left us of his travels contain
many important statements as to this subject.
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In one place he enumerates the nations that lived north of the Greek empire, and among them
he also mentions ‘the Russ (Rusii) whom we with another name call ‘Northmen’. In another
place he gives us. a description of the unfortunate expedition of Igor in 941, quoting as his
authority his own step-father who at that time had been present at Constantinople as the .
ambassador of the Italian king Hugo, and who with his own eyes had seen Russian prisoners
decapitated by command of the Greek emperor Romanos. Here he uses almost the same
expressions about the Russ, saying: ‘There is a people living in the north, whom from some
personal quality the Greeks call Rusii’, while from the situation of their native place we call them
Northmen. King of this people was Inger, who came to Constantinople with more than a thousand
vessels, &c.'
These words are perfectly clear, and leave no doubt as to the signification still borne by the name
Russ among the Greeks in Liudprand's time. The efforts made, to elude this proof are of such a
nature that it is unnecessary for me to refute them in detail. On the one hand, it is affirmed that
the name Northmen might very well have been applied to the Slavs, as they also dwelt in the
north. But this is absolutely false, for Northmen, Norntanni was, in the middle ages, the specific
denomination of the Scandinavians; just as in our days, for instance, 'the North Sea' designates
a particular sea, not any sea whatever which may happen to He in the north. On the other hand,
the supposition is brought forward that the Russ who were executed in the presence of Liudprand's step-father were perhaps merely Scandinavian auxiliaries serving in the Russian army,
and that he may hence have concluded, that all Russ were Northmen. But the information
Liudprand received from his step-father is merely an intelligence of the victory of the Greeks
over the Russ, and the revenge they took upon them; as far as their nationality is concerned, he
had ample opportunity of forming his own opinion, as he in several passages speaks of having
seen them during his stay in Greece. The whole of this argument is based on such frivolous
scepticism that there is nothing in the world that might not be called in question with such
unscientific reasoning.
Thus, from the passages already quoted we see that the name Rûs (Ρϖς) or Rusioi (Ρούϭιοι) was
employed by the Greeks in the ninth and tenth centuries to designate the same nation which, in
Western Europe, was generally called Normanni, i.e. Northmen or Scandinavians; the latter name
being as little known among the Greeks as the former was in Western Europe. But the name
Rhos, Rusioi, the Slavonic Rus, belongs, geographically speaking, Κατ’ εξοχήν to the ruling
tribe in Kiev, and, consequently, this same tribe can only have been an eastern ramification of
the Northmen, — , the sole representatives of that nationality with whom the Greeks had an
opportunity of becoming acquainted.
Before proceeding to speak of that highly important passage in a Greek author which gives us a
most decisive proof of this fact, I will first cast a glance at the mention made of the Russ or R4s
by Oriental authors. What we can adduce from them is, however, of inferior value, in comparison
with what we owe to the Greeks.
I have before mentioned that the Oriental authors use the name RAs in so vague and uncertain
a manner that we can scarcely draw any decisive inference from them as to the nationality of the
people to which this name properly belonged. On this point it is evident the Orientals themselves
had but Very indistinct ideas.
It is nevertheless incontestable that many passages occur in which the Rus are not only
distinguished from the Slavs, but are also characterised in a manner that can apply to the
Scandinavians alone. I will only remind you of what is told us by Ibn Dustah of the mode of
living and manners of the Russ: how they dwelt in a marshy island, how they piratically attacked
the Slavs, and how they only engaged in trade and war; how they made all their expeditions by
ship instead of on horseback; also how he describes their internal strife and contentions, . while,
at the same time, they displayed implicit obedience and concord when in the presence of their
enemies; how he draws their duels, their courage, their cruelty to the conquered, their tall stature,
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their beauty, &c. The same may be said of several passages in Ibn Fadhlan's description of the
Russ; for he depicts them as ' tall like palm-trees, ruddy and fair-haired, armed with axes, swords
and knives of Frankish workmanship;' and though some of the other characteristic traits of the
mode of living of the Russ adduced by him are certainly somewhat exaggerated and embellished,
yet unquestionably under several of them we catch glimpses of manners and customs especially
peculiar to the Scandinavians; as, for instance, where he describes, evidently somewhat
fantastically, how the body of a chieftain was placed upon a ship and burnt. From all this it is
clear that, however indefinite the application of this name Russ by the Mahomedan authors may
be, there can be no doubt that it is applied chiefly to the Scandinavians. There can, therefore, be
no doubt that the name Russ, when it first reached the Mahomedans, bore the same signification
as the corresponding name in Slavonic and Greek, viz. a designation of the Northmen, especially
of those who had settled in Russia.
There is only one passage in an Arabian author in which the Russ are clearly identified with the
Northmen. It is by Ahmed al-Ya'kubi al-KAtib, an author who wrote shortly after the year 890
He says that in 844 'heathens {Majus) who are called Rus, attacked Seville and plundered and
ravaged, and burned and murdered. Now we learn elsewhere that the coasts of Spain were really
visited in that year by a host of Northmen, who had previously ravaged different parts of France,
and it must be to them the author refers as the people who are called Rus. The question is, however, how came he to give this name to these Northmen? For, of course, they did not call
themselves so. Is this passage derived from some Greek authority? or, rather, has not the author
— or perhaps some later transcriber — transferred the name Russ which, from about A.D. 880,
was well known in the East, to the Northmen whose conduct in Spain was exactly similar to that
of the Russ on the coast of the Caspian and the Black Sea? The Arabian Masudi (c. 920 — 950)
does so: after referring to this very attack of the 'heathens' on Spain he adds, as his own private
opinion: ' I believe that these people were Rus: for none but they sail on this sea (the Black sea)
which communicates with the ocean (Ukianus). On account of this doubt, therefore, neither the
passage from Ahmed al-Kitib nor that from Masudi can be adduced as positive proof that the
Russ, the Rus of the Arabians, were Northmen. Both these passages, however, show clearly that
the Arabians themselves must have had an impression that the Northmen who devastated the
west were the same people as those they called Rus.
But I return to the Greeks, in order to mention one of the most remarkable and instructive passages
upon the Russ which can be found in any contemporary author. It is the ninth chapter of the work
of the emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus on the administration of the Greek empire (de
administrando Imperio), written about 950. This chapter is entitled ‘of the Rhos who come from
Russia to Constantinople with their boats;' and what makes it so precious to us is the fact that it
is the only document we have which gives us a direct specimen of the language of the ancient
Russ.
The boats (μονόξνλα), he tells us, that go to Constantinople, from 'exterior Russia' ( άπό τής έξω
‘Ρωόίας i.e. the land beyond Kiev), come from Novgorod (άπό τοΰ Νεμογαρδάς), from Smolensk
(Μιλινίσκα), Lubetch (Τελιοΰτξα), Tchernigov (Τξερνιγώγα), and Vyshegrad (Βονσεγραδε),
and go down the Dnieper, until they meet near Kiev (Κιοάβα), which is also called Sambatas
(Σαμβατάς). Here their number is considerably augmented by new boats, for which the materials
have been floated down the lakes and rivers from the more woody territories of different Slavonic
tribes which are tributary to the Rhos. When these boats have been fitted out, they start from
Kiev in the month of June, after which all the boats assemble near the fortress Vytitchev
(Βιτετξέβη) in order to pass in company that long series of rapids (in modern Russian porogi)
literally, thresholds, dams), which the Dnieper forms for a distance of about fifty English miles
from a little below the modem town of Yekaterinoslav. It was not nature only that made the
passage of these rapids dangerous, but they were also infested by neighbouring tribes of
depredatory nomads (especially the Petchenegs), always ready for attack. The passage therefore
needed the utmost circumspection, and it was not advisable to venture upon it save with a
numerous caravan. Of this passage Constantine gives us a short description, enumerating seven
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of the rapids and giving their names in two languages, Slavonic (Σκλαβιστί) and Russ (‘Ρωσιστι).
The explanation of these names has occupied philologers and historians for more than a century.
The Slavonic names are really pure Slavonic, and some of them completely agree with the modern
Russian names of the rapids, though the form in which Constantine has transmitted them to us
is sometimes influenced by the Bulgarian or Old Slavonic idiom which must have been the most
current among the different Slavonic idioms at the Byzantine court. But the other set of names,
those which Constantine gives us as the Russ, are quite different from them, and form a group
which is highly interesting to us and important for our purpose. For every one who has the least
notion of languages and is not blinded by prejudice must own that they are pure Scandinavian,
and cannot be explained through any other language.
I shall try to give an analysis of these names. First, says the author, the travellers come to the
rapid called Essupi, which in Russ and Slavonic signifies ‘do not sleep' (πρώτον μέν έρχονται
είς τόν πρώτον φραγμόν τόν έπονόμαζόμενον Έσσονπή δ έρμηνεύεται ‘Ρούϭιοι Κατ’Σκλαβινιστί
μή καίμάσθαι) Such a warning as is contained in these words would really be no unreasonable
name for the first rapid with which the long series of dangers begins. One thing appears strange,
when we compare this name with the following names: the author seems to suggest that the Russ
and the Slavonic name were the same. But when we consider that all the other rapids have double
names of a quite different nature, there can be no doubt that there must be an error in this passage,
and that one of the names has been omitted. It has long been agreed that that given by Constantine
is the Slavonic name. The pure Slavonic translation of the phrase ‘do not sleep' is ne s'pi and
this form we really can obtain by a very slight change, if we suppose, as has been suggested long
ago, Essupi to be miswritten for Nessupu That an n has been dropped at the beginning of the
word is all the more likely and excusable, as the preceding word of the text ends in n. What the
Russ name was, we do not know; but as from all the following names we are entitled to suppose
that it was of Scandinavian origin, it must, if it had the same form and signification as the
Slavonic, have been something like sof eigi or sofattu, the Old Norse form of this phrase.
The second rapid is called in Russ Ulvorsi, in Slavonic Ostrovuniprakh which is explained as
‘the islet of the rapid. This name is quite clear. The Slavonic form is the Old Slavonic ostrov’nyi
prag’ (Островьньій прагь), ostrovnyi being an adjective derived from ostrov’nyi an isle, and
prag’* modem Russian poróg’, a rapid. Constantine's translation ‘the islet of the rapid, is not
quite correct; the words ought to be reversed: ‘the Islet-fall.' The Russ name perfectly agrees
with this interpretation. It is evidently the Scandinavian Holm-fors, a compound of the common
Scandinavian word holm Old Norse hólmr a holm, an islet; and fors the Scandinavian word for
a waterfall, a rapid, ‘a force.' Between the first rapid, and that which Constantine gives us as the
third, there are in reality two rapids; the first of them of which the modern name is Surski, is not
very important; but the second, now called Lokhanski, is one of the most dangerous of them all.
As these two rapids succeed each other at a slight distance, it is possible that both of them were
comprised under the ancient name ‘Holm-force’ As to the origin of this name, it may have been
derived either from three rocky isles, situated just above ‘Lokhanski’ or rather from an isle, about
one English mile long, and covered with oaks and other trees, which is characteristic of the
Surski,
* The Grecian form Ούλ may be compared with the lateral form hulm, which occurs in several
old Swedish documents and still exists in some Swedish dialects. The nasal m may have been
pronounced rather indistinctly before f; thus in several Runic inscriptions from Sweden the
name Holm-fastr is written HULFASTR, for instance, in Dybeck
With reference to the third rapid Constantine says that it is called Gelandri, which means in
Slavonic the resonance of the rapid ' (τόυ τρίτου φραγμόυ τόυ λεόμευου Γελαυδρί δ έρμηυεύετι
Σκλαβιυιστί ήχος ϕραγμοϋ) This passage has evidently been a little corrupted; for not merely
does it give us only one name, but this one name must also have been assigned to the wrong
language. For Gelandri can be only the Old Norse participle gellandi{or gjallandi), ‘the echoing,
the resounding' . The author consequently here makes a slight error in his translation, similar to
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the one he made in the preceding name, in so much that he renders Gelandri ‘the resonance of
the rapid' instead of ‘the resounding rapid.' While in the account of the first rapid the Russ name
is wanting, it is here the Slavonic name which has been omitted by the transcriber. What it was,
we cannot of course state with certainty, but in all probability it must have been something like
the modem Russian name of this very rapid Zvonets, (Zvonski, Zvonetski) which has just the
same meaning as the one name given us, viz. ‘the resounding.' At this place the water is said
really to rush with such a noise and roaring, that it can be heard very far off.
After this we arrive at the fourth rapid, ‘the large,' which is called in Russ Aἲfar, in Slavonic
Neasit, as Constantine says, because the pelicans have their nests on the stones of the rapid. As,
in my opinion, the names of this rapid have been hitherto completely misunderstood, I must
dwell a little longer upon it. The rapid itself is evidently that which is now called Nenasytets, a
rapid which, according to all descriptions, is the largest and most dangerous of them all.
As to the Slavonic designation Neasit, it is clear enough, as it apparently represents the Old
Slavonic neyȩsyť (Неґасьіть), in the Slavonic church language of Russia neyasyt' (Неґасьіть),
which does in fact signify a pelican, and in this almost all previous interpreters have acquiesced;
in consequence of Constantine's words they have therefore explained the name as ‘the
Pelican-fall.' But, strange to say, none of them, so far as I know, have been aware of a difficulty
which, after all, seems to me to render this interpretation extremely doubtful. That is, that the
name of the rapid itself is said to be ‘Neasit ' which, according to this interpretation, must signify
‘the Pelican’ not ‘the Pelican-fall.' If the origin of the name were really that which Constantine
gives us, we should necessarily expect in Slavonic some name derived from ‘neasit’ in a similar
manner as the name of the second rapid is a derivative from ostrov, and just as in English it
would be necessary to use a compound name, as ' the Pelican-fall' But every one will surely
acknowledge that it is absurd to suppose that a rapid itself should have been called ‘the Pelican'
on that account; or, in other words, that it should have been designated in itself as an individual
of a certain species of birds characteristic of it. The only circumstance that could give rise to
such a designation would be some striking feature in the rapid itself, or the surrounding scenery,
bearing a marked resemblance to some characteristic peculiarity of that bird, its beak for instance,
or its voracity. Consequently there must, it seems to me, be some error in Constantine's statement
as to the name of this rapid. We must necessarily assume one of two alternatives: either there is
something wrong in the form of the name handed down to us by him, some derivative termination
having been omitted; or the interpretation he gives us of the word is incorrect. If we consider
how loose and vague many of Constantine's interpretations of these names are, whereas the
names in themselves are fairly correct, I have no doubt that the latter alternative in every respect
is the more probable of the two; especially as pelicans are never even seen there. Constantine
who evidently understood something of the Slavonic language may have known that the word
neygsyt' signifies a pelican, and therefore may have added, of his own, the story of the pelicans.
But the Slavonic neyȩsyť means more than a pelican. It is a derivative from the adjective syt
(сьιть), satiated, and the primitive meaning of it is, 'the insatiable;' hence it is used to denote
different creatures, especially birds, distinguished by their voracity, for instance, the vulture, or
the pelican (in German Nimmersatt) . Consequently, according to the primitive meaning of the
word, it might very well be the rapid itself that was called ‘the Insatiable,' and that this was really
the case, is strongly corroborated by the modern name of this rapid, Nenasytets or Nenasytetskiy
which is evidently nearly the same as the Old Slavonic name, but which can mean only ‘the
Insatiable.' This is really in itself a very suitable name for such a mighty and violent rapid, and
much more significant than the mild term the ‘Pelican-fall.' Furthermore, I believe it was not so
called from its violence and voracity in general; for there is a characteristic peculiarity of this
very rapid when compared with the other ones, from which, it might specially deserve the name
‘the Insatiable.' In the spring, from March to June, the quantity of water in the river increases so
much that the rocks and stones which are the causes of the rapids are covered by the water, and
in this season therefore most of the rapids are more or less navigable. The only exception is the
Nenasytets. The obstacles which here stem the stream and form this rapid are so enormous that
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there is never sufficient water to cover them, and however abundant the supply of water may be
in spring time, its violence is never diminished. According to Constantine's description this rapid
was also the only one in which the Russ could not even tow their empty boats through the current,
but were obliged to drag them round it by land. This rapid is consequently like a bottomless pit
that is never filled, and from this point of view no name could be more proper for it than Neasit
or Nenasytets, 'the Insatiable.'
Only after having thus established the true meaning, as I believe, of the Slavonic name shall we
be able to make out the origin and signification of the Russ name Aïfar, of which no satisfactory
interpretation has hitherto been suggested. With reference to the pelican theory, the interpreters
have generally identified Aïfar with the modern Dutch ooievaar, Old Low German ódebaro,
Frisian adebar a stork; supposing that the Scandinavians who did not know the pelicans in their
aboriginal country may have confounded them with storks. But it has been clearly shown by a
Dutch scholar, Prof. M. de Vries, that this interpretation is inadmissible as a matter of natural
history, the stork being just as much unknown as the pelican in those regions of Scandinavia,
from which the immigration to Russia must have taken place: it is also inadmissible on
philological grounds; for the word in question is only Low German, not existing in any
Scandinavian dialect, and if we reduce it to the language of the tenth century, every resemblance
with Aïfar vanishes: lastly, it is inadmissible for logical reasons, for it is, and will ever be, absurd
to suppose a rapid to have been called ‘the Stork’ or anything of that kind, because pelicans live
in the neighbourhood of it. If the interpretation of the Slavonic name Neasit which I have given
is correct, it must be possible to explain the Russ Aïfar in harmony with it, and so it is in the
most simple and natural manner. In my opinion Aïfar represents the Old Norse Eifari or Eyfari
(or Æfari), the ever-rushing (perpetuo ruens), the never-ceasing, from ei' or ey (or æ), always,
ever, and fari, a derivative from the verb fara, to go on . In the old Swedish of the tenth century
the corresponding form would probably be Aifari. I believe this interpretation is in all respects
satisfactory. You will see that in this way the Russ ïfar gives in the affirmative form (‘the
ever-rushing'), just the same idea as the Slavonic Neasit does in the negative form (‘the
never-satiated'), and the proposed interpretations thus mutually corroborate each other; the name
exactly agrees with local nature, and connects itself naturally and without constraint with the
idiom to which all the other Russ names incontestably belong.
The name of the fifth rapid is in Russ Baruforos, in Slavonic Vulniprakh, and it is said to be so
called, because it forms a large whirlpool. This name again is one of the clearest of them all; it
means in both languages ‘the Wave-fall’ or ‘Whirl-fall' The Slavonic form Vulniprakh represents
the old Slavonic Vľńnyi prag’ (Вльньньій прѓь); the word prag’ a rapid, we know already, and
vľńnyi is an adjective derived from vľna, modern Russian volná, a wave, in the same manner as
in the name of the second rapid ostroύ was derived from ostrov an isle. This rapid is in fact still
called Volnyi or Volninski. As to the Russ counterpart of it, Baruforos, it is pure Old Norse
Báru-fors, a compound of bára (genitive case báru), a wave, and fors, a waterfall, which has
here been conformed by the Greek author to the common Greek word -ϕόρος -phoros.
The next rapid we come to, the sixth, is said to be called in Russ Leanti, in Slavonic Verutzi,
which is interpreted as ‘the boiling of the water'. The literal translation would have been the
boiling or bubbling fall. Verutzi is a representative of the Old Slavonic ύ rąshtii (вьржштнй), a
participle of the verb ύ rêti (вьрътн), to boil, bubble, also to well, spring forth. The Russ name
Leanti is evidently a Scandinavian participle like ‘Gelandri’ Gellandi, and the comparison which
first offers itself is the Old Norse hlæjandi, Old Swedish leiande or leande, laughing. The
designation of a rapid as the laughing is in itself by no means unreasonable; an English audience,
I am sure, will instantly think of ‘the laughing Water,' Minnehaha, in Longfellow's Hiawatha.
According to the signification of the Old Norse verb hlæja, to laugh, it may have been so called
both from its rippling or babbling sound and from the glittering or sparkling of the foam. In both
cases this name may very well correspond with the Slavonic name. I may add that this rapid
seems to me to be that which is now called Tavolzhanski. The Dnieper is here more than half a
mile broad, and filled with stones, a circumstance which may certainly render this rapid peculiarly
boiling and foaming, though it is not particularly dangerous.
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Finally we have the seventh and last rapid the name of which is said to be in Russ Struvun, in
Slavonic, Naprezi, signifying ‘the small rapid' The explanation of both these names presents
great difficulties and has been much disputed. As to the Slavonic name Naprezi, none of the
hypotheses which have been proposed, appear to be admissible. I rather think that it must be
connected with the Old Slavonic adjective br'z’ (όръбъ), quick, or some derivative of it, of which
several occur in different Slavonic idioms with the signification of a small rapid; thus the Old
Slavonic br’zina or br'zkai a current, a stream, ‘fluentum,' the Bulgarian br’ziy, a rapid,
'strom-schnelle,' the Servian brzica or brzak, a spot in a brook where the water runs rapidly over
the pebbles. I suppose we must think of some word of this kind, compounded with the preposition
na, the meaning of which in this connection this is not the place to discuss. At any rate, you will
see that this explanation just gives us the signification needed, that of ‘a small rapid’ We must
consequently suppose the Russ name to have a similar meaning. It must undoubtedly be read
Struvun, according to the common signification of the Greek β at that time, not Strubun as has
hitherto been generally assumed. I think that Struvun simply represents the Old Norse straumr,
a stream, current, a word which is not only extremely often used as a proper name in the
Scandinavian countries, but which also corresponds very well both to the Slavonic name and to
Constantine's translation. This rapid appears to be the same which is now called Lishni: at this
point the river is rather narrow, the greater part of it being occupied by a large island, but for
this very reason it is all the more rapid; and as it presents no other danger or hindrance to
navigation, it may very well be called ‘the small rapid ' or ‘the stream’
These are the celebrated names of the Dnieper rapids as they are transmitted to us by Constantine
Porphyrogenitus. From the foregoing explanation it will be evident that the so-called Russ names
in reality are pure Old Norse or Old Swedish, and these names are therefore without doubt one
of the clearest proofs that we possess of the Scandinavian origin of the Russ. The accuracy of
this testimony is acknowledged by all, and even the partisans of the various anti-Scandinavian
theories have hardly ventured to contest these names, but have avoided them or contented
themselves with vague allusions or loose postulates of the most unscientific kind.
But though these names of the Dnieper rapids are certainly the only direct specimen we have of
the language of the ancient Russ, another group of linguistic mementos has come down to us
from them, in which, still more clearly perhaps than in the names of those rapids, we perceive a
Scandinavian tongue. I mean the proper names of persons which are to be found in the first pages
of Russian history. Not only do these names give us the most decisive proof of the Scandinavian
origin of the Russ, but a minute examination of them will even give us most remarkable
information as to the details of this question.
We find altogether about ninety names which bear more or less evidence of their Scandinavian
origin. Among these names stand in the first place the names of the members of the Russian
reigning family in the first two or three generations: Rurik’= Old Norse Hrœrekr; Sineus’ =
Signiutr; Truvor’ = рorvarsȭr; Oleg’, [Oľg’] Oľga = Helgi; Igor' [Ingor, Inger] = Ingvarr; Malfrid'
=Malmfrìór; (Oskold’= Hökuldr; Dir’ = Dẏri). Towards the middle of the tenth century they are
supplanted by Slavonic names, and after that time a few only of the Scandinavian names continue
to be employed in the reigning family as an inheritance from the ancestors (such as Rurik’, Igor’,
Oleg’, Oľga).
But besides these princely persons, almost all the Russian noblemen or private persons who are
mentioned in the chronicles, during the first century after the foundation of the Russian state,
have pure Scandinavian names. Very few of these names outlive the year 1000. The richest
repertories of them are the two treaties concluded between the Russ and the Greeks in the years
912 and 945. Both of them begin with the words: ‘We of Russian birth,' and thereafter follows
a list of the Russian plenipotentiaries. In the first treaty fifteen ambassadors are enumerated; in
the latter, probably twenty-five ambassadors, each representing some member of the princely
family or person of the highest rank, and twenty-five merchants. In the treaty of 912 there are
no Slavonic names at all, in that of 945 only three, all belonging to the group of princely persons
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or noblemen (viz. Sviatoslav son of Igor’, Vladislav' and a woman Predslava), But there are
about sixty names in the treaties, and (exclusive of the princely names) about ten met with
elsewhere which incontestably are pure Scandinavian; besides there are some which in all
probability are the same (as, for instance, Aktevu, Istr’, Klek’, Kuci, Mutur’ Sfan’da, Vuzlêb’),
and others which evidently have come down to us in so distorted a form, that it is difficult or
impossible at all to trace their origin with certainty (as Apubksar’, Kanitsar’, Libi, Sinko Borich’,
Tilen, Voist, Voikov’, Yatviag').
It would certainly be impossible to understand how, at those times particularly, non-Scandinavian
people should happen to bear names purely Scandinavian, and as the persons who bore those
names expressly declare themselves in the treaties to be ‘of Russian birth’ (ot’ roda rus’ka), this
is incontestably a most striking proof that the Russ really were Scandinavians. The opponents
of this view have not been able to shake this testimony, and will to the end of time be obliged
to renounce all hope of doing so.
But we can go still a step further. It must be remembered that besides a great many names which
in antiquity were nearly equally spread over all the Scandinavian countries, there are others which
were employed only within more narrow boundaries, and from such names we can often, with
more or less certainty, draw a conclusion as to the country, sometimes even as to the part of a
country, of which the person who bore it was a native. Those who have previously examined the
Scandinavo-Russian names have mostly taken into consideration only such names as are
preserved in Old Norse book-literature, which chiefly concerns Iceland and Norway. However,
there are several of the Russian names which cannot be thoroughly explained or verified by this
means only, but which nevertheless are clearly Scandinavian in their roots. But of all the northern
countries Sweden is the one which all the evidence points to as the chief centre of the relations
between Scandinavia and Russia, and I really think we cast a new light upon the Russian names,
if, instead of confining ourselves to the Saga-literature, we take for base the names which occur
in the numerous Swedish Runic inscriptions and mediaeval papers.
If we follow this plan, we find among the Russian names a great many which Sweden shares
equally with the other Scandinavian countries. Such names are Adulb’ (Auȭulfr), Adun’ (Auȭunn),
Akun’ (Hákun, Hákon), Aldan' (Halfdanr), Alvard' (Hallvarȭr), Amun’d, (Ámundi or Hámundr
or Eymundr), Asmud' (Ásmundr), Bern' (Bjöm), Budy (Bóndi), Dir' (Dýri), Emig' (Hemingr),
Frelaf’ (Friȭleifr, Frilleifr), Frudi (Fróȭi), Furstén’ (Ƥorsteinn), Grim’ (Grίmr), Guna’
(Gunnarr), Ingel’d’ (Ingjaldr), Ivor’ ( varr), Karl’ (Karl), Karly (Karli), Kary (Kári), Kol’
(Kollr), Olêb’, Uêlb’, (Óleifr, Ólafr), O g’, Oleg’ (Helgi) O ga (Helga), Rogvolod' (Ragnvaldr,
Rognvaldr), Ruald' (Hróaldr), Ruar' (Hróarr), Rulav’ (Hróȭeifr, Hrollleifr), Riurik’, Rurik'
(Hrœrekr), Sfirk' (Sverkir), Sti’ (Styrr), Séin’ (Sveinn), Truan’ (Ƥróandr, prándr), Turbern’
(Ƥorbjörn), Turd' (Ƥórȭr), Tury (Ƥórir), Uľb (?) (Ȗlfr), Ustin (?) (Eysteinn). But besides these
there are several names which appear to belong exclusively to Sweden (a few of them also to
Denmark), or which, at any rate, are particularly frequent in Sweden. To this group belong
Ar'fast’(Amfastr), Bruny (Brúni), Farlof’ (Farulfr), Fost (Fasti), Frastén' (Freysteinn), Gomol’
(Gamall), Gudy (Góði or Guði), Gunastr' (Gunnfastr), Igor’ (Ingvarr), Ingivlad' (Ingivaldr),
Karn' (Kami), Mony (Manni), Ol’ma (Holmi?), Shik’bern' (Sigbjörn) Sineus' (Signiutr), Sludy
(Slóði), Stud'k', Studek (Stœðingr), Svénald’ (Sveinaldr), Tuky (Tóki, Tuúki), Tulb' (ρolfr),
Vuyefast’ [or Buyefasf] (Véfastr? [or Bófastr?]); compare also Shibrid' =old Swedish Sigfriðr,
Turbrid' = Old Swedish porfriðr, (Sfirk' = Old Swedish Sverkir), whereas the Norse-Icelandic
forms are Sigröðr, porröðr, (Sörkvir). On the other hand, there are extremely few of the Russian
names of which I have hitherto found no instance in Swedish records, while they are well known
elsewhere in Scandinavia; such are Oskold’ (Höskuldr), Ver’mud’ (Vermundr), and the female
names Rognéd (Ragnheiðr), and Mdlfrid (Malmfrðr). But if we consider how scanty the historical
documents of Sweden are, as compared with those of Norway and Iceland, we are certainly
justified in supposing it a mere chance that no instance of these names has come down to us.
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But we can proceed still farther; for the names do not only betray an intimate relation to Sweden
in general, but especially point to certain parts of it, namely, the provinces Upland (north of the
Mælar), Södermanland (south of it), and East Gotland (south of Södermanland). Not only do all
the names occur just in these three provinces, particularly in Upland, but several of them even
appear to be characteristic of this very tract, as Karni (East Gotland), Signiutr (Upland), Slóði
(Upland and Södermanland), Stœðingr (Upland and East Gotland), perhaps also Farulfr and
Sveinaldr (all three provinces). It must not be forgotten, it is true, that by far the greater part
(about three-fourths) of the Swedish Runic inscriptions belong to these three provinces. But this
circumstance does not suffice to explain that remarkable coincidence. At any rate, it is curious
that among the Russian names we do not find a single name which can be proved to have been
characteristic of other provinces than the three in question, e. g. none of the numerous names
exclusively employed in the island of Gothland, though this island might be expected to have
been, from ancient times, an intermediate link between Sweden and Russia. We must add that
those three provinces are situated along the Swedish shore just opposite the Gulf of Finland, and
that the numerous Runic inscriptions in which the relations between Sweden and the East are
directly alluded to belong almost exclusively to the same three provinces. After all this we are
certainly entitled to assert that the Russian proper names which occur during the first century
after the foundation of the Russian state are not only, with extremely few exceptions, of pure
Scandinavian origin, but that they also decidedly suggest Sweden, and especially the provinces
of Up- land, Södermanland, and East Gotland, to have been the original homestead of the
so-called Russian tribe.
But it is time we should turn to Scandinavia itself, to see what basis can be found there for the
Scandinavian origin of the Russ. And, in truth, though we find no direct account of the foundation
of the Russian state, we have such a mass of evidence of the close connection that has existed
from time immemorial between Scandinavia and the lands on the other side of the Baltic and the
Gulf of Bothnia, that, if only for this reason, the accuracy of Nestor's account seems highly
probable.
The earliest evidence in this direction is the fruit of archaeological researches. With regard to
the most ancient art-periods, the Ages of Stone and Bronze, they are so remote that they are of
no essential importance to our subject. Yet we may observe, in passing, that the few relics of the
Bronze Age which have been found on these eastern coasts of the Baltic are decidedly and
exclusively due to occasional inter- course with Scandinavia. Our true interest in this subject
dates from the introduction of iron into the North: it is in this period that we first find traces of
linguistic records in Scandinavia, the Runic inscriptions, which prove that the population at that
time was of the same race as that which has ever since inhabited those regions. Even the
art-culture of the first Iron Age, comprising, according to the Danish archaeologists, the period
from the commencement of the Christian era to 450 A. D., had found its way on a large scale
into the countries east of the Baltic. Many objects have been found there which so closely
correspond with the discoveries made in Scandinavia, that we are forced to acknowledge that
they must have belonged to the same population, or at least to one closely akin to it. But the
circumstance that these relics are confined to the tracts of land lying near the coasts, and that
they have no resemblance whatever to the artistic forms found in the interior of these countries,
proves that the culture of the first Iron Age was brought there from the west, by emigrants from
Scandinavia.
The relics of this Scandinavian art-culture of the Iron Age are especially found round the Gulf
of Finland and along a considerable tract of the western coast of Finland, the native inhabitants
of which appear at that time to have been Laplanders (or some other Arctic tribe). The antiquities
which have been discovered there are so numerous that there can be no doubt that even in that
early period there were many Scandinavian settlements along that coast, extending quite down
to the innermost part of the Gulf of Finland. These archaeological results agree most remarkably
with a linguistic phenomenon which I have elsewhere discussed. I have proved that the Finnish
idioms grouped round the Baltic Sea and its gulfs, at that very time, that is to say during the first
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centuries of the Christian era, were greatly influenced by the Teutonic tongues; and this in two
ways, partly by a Scandinavian idiom closely resembling the language which we meet with in
inscriptions of the first Iron Age; and partly by a Gothic idiom, which must have been a little
more ancient in form than that known to us from the Gothic translation of the Bible made by
Ulfilas in the fourth century, while the Goths inhabited the districts near the Danube. From the
multitude and character of the words concerned I have shown that this influence must have been
exercised at a time when the Finns were not yet dispersed so widely as they are now, and when
they lived in closer union east or south-east of their modem territories, and that the Teutonic
tribes of whose languages fragments have in this way been preserved, must have been settled in
the same regions. While this Scandinavian influence reached the Finns from the north" west, the
regions round the Gulf of Finland, the Gothic came in from the south-west, the tracts between
the Vistula and the Dwina, where we know that the Goths once lived, and where antiquities have
been found which can only belong to them; none of these antiquities are of later date than c. 400
A. D., by which time the last of the Goths must have vanished from these districts.
The Scandinavian influence also, with respect both to art-culture and to language, seems to
diminish or to be completely interrupted towards the end of the fifth century, in order to reappear
in new forms some centuries later. This circumstance is certainly connected with the great
migrations which at that very time took place in the East, and which not only drove the Slavs
westwards, but also caused the Finnish race inhabiting Finland and the Baltic coasts at the present
day to immigrate thither from the east or south- east.
About the year 700 or a little later a new epoch begins in the history of Scandinavian civilisation,
an epoch which, from an archaeological point of view, has been called the second Iron Age. But
from that period archaeology is no longer our only source of information, and though I willingly
allow that it continues to shed valuable light on an infinite number of details of social life in the
North, yet the importance of it is diminished by the abundance of other sources which
henceforward afford us an insight into Scandinavian history. It is at this period that the
Scandinavians appear for the first time on the stage of universal history, and immediately play
a part there, such as they have never played before or since; it is the period of those grand Viking
expeditions that made the name of ‘Northmen’ known and dreaded on the most distant coasts of
Europe.
During the preceding period the inhabitants of the Scandinavian countries had taken but little
part in the events which convulsed the greater portion of the European continent. They had had
time therefore to form and develop a civilisation of their own, though it may certainly have
received many prolific germs from the South. This civilisation, which still did not prevent a
considerable rudeness of manners and customs, must have been such as to develop that in- flexible
energy and vigour, and that taste for adventures which were characteristic of the Viking-time;
and as to the art-culture, it gradually attained a remark- able degree of perfection, as is clearly
proved by the richly adorned and beautiful weapons, and other antiquities which have been
discovered in Scandinavia.
As, however, the Scandinavians were thus shut up for centuries within their own frontiers, such
an in- crease of the population must have gradually taken place as left them at last no other
resource but that of sallying forth, sword in hand, to win for them- selves a new sphere of action
and a new home. A leader for such expeditions was easily found among the many petty kings,
whose position was rendered highly unsatisfactory to themselves by the increasing centralisation
of political power in the Scandinavian lands.
These were the circumstances which, from the beginning of the ninth century, gave the impulse
to the Viking expeditions .
How these Northmen thus wandered forth, sometimes when it suited them better, as merchants,
but most generally as pirates and plunderers, and how they colonized and even founded kingdoms
in several countries in the West, need not to be dwelt on in this place.
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What is important for our purpose is the fact that a current, similar to that which first carried the
Northmen to Western Europe, bore them at the very same time to the lands beyond the Baltic
and the Gulf of Finland, Austrvegr (the Eastway) as the ancient Scandinavians called them. While
the westward stream flowed principally from Denmark and Norway, the movements to the East
issued chiefly from Sweden.
It appears that the migration eastward began somewhat earlier than the other, perhaps even as
early as the eighth century; nor can this surprise us, when we remember that these districts, from
still more ancient times, were known to the Scandinavians, frequented by them, and, as it were,
homelike to them. Their migrations in this period are a renewal of their ancient traditions, and
the name itself, Austrvegr, is an expression of this homelike feeling? as it is quite parallel to
Norvegr (commonly written Noregr, Norway, literally the Northway, Norðweg in king Alfred's
Orosius), whereas no corresponding name is ever applied to the movement in the opposite
direction ( Vestrviking).
In the Old Norse Sagas and other documents, we find numerous proofs of the intercourse between
Scandinavia and the lands beyond the Baltic. It is true, that we do not there find any direct notice
of the foundation of the Russian State; for it was an event which passed comparatively unnoticed
in the North, and all the more so, as the central point of the Saga literature, Iceland, was so remote
from the scene of this event. But countless are the notices we find of trade and navigation. Viking
expeditions, and even emigrations in great masses, issuing from Scandinavia, chiefly from
Sweden, to the coasts of the Baltic and the Gulf of Finland; and numberless are the passages
referring to the visits of Northmen to Russia, and to the intimacy between the Scandinavian and
Russian reigning families, which can only be explained by a mutual national relationship.
Many of these notices have a legendary character, and belong almost to mythical times; many,
on the other hand, refer to well-known historical personages.
The name by which the Scandinavians designated the Russian dominions, especially the northern
part of them, was Garðar, the plural of garðr, a yard, a stronghold or Garðariki. The localities
in Russia, or Garðariki, which are mentioned in the Sagas are more particularly those grouped
nearest round the Gulf of Finland, which were evidently constantly frequented by the
Scandinavians. Thus mention is often made of the old commercial town Aldegjuborg, the Russian
(Old-) Ladoga, standing on the little river Volkhov, at some distance from its fall into lake
Ladoga, called by the Scandinavians Aldegja, Another town which is extremely often mentioned
is Novgorod, which was called by the Scandinavians Hólmgarðr, probably because it stood on
a holm situated at the point where the Volkhov issues from lake Ilmen. The Old Norse name of
Kiev was Kœnugarðr, Polotsk was called Palteskja, &c.
But the Sagas are not the only written memorials that testify to the frequent visits of the
Scandinavians to Russia. They are referred to in many of the Runic inscriptions in Sweden, raised
to the memory of men who had fallen in the East. Nearly all these monuments are found in the
Swedish provinces Upland, Södermanland and East Gotland, and the time from which they date
is chiefly the tenth and eleventh centuries. Many of them only say of the deceased, that ‘he fell
in a battle in the East, or ‘in Gardar,' or ' at Holmgard,' &c.; but there are others which give more
detailed information. Thus we have a series of about 20 stones, found in different parts of the
above mentioned three provinces, which all refer to one event, — an expedition headed by a
leader named Ingvar. On some of them it is said of the deceased: ' he went eastward with Ingvar,'
or, ‘he fell eastward with Ingvar,' or, ‘he commanded a ship in Ingvar's fleet;’ one reads: ‘he had
long been in the East, and fell in the East under Ingvar,' &c. It is evident that all these inscriptions
refer to the same enterprise, which must once have been famous, and in which many Swedes
must have participated. It has been supposed that the Ingvar who is mentioned here, was no other
than the Russian prince called by Nestor, Igor, by Liudprand, Inger, and that one of his
expeditions is referred to. Several circumstances, however, suggest that these inscriptions must
be nearly a century later than Igor's time; and it is therefore much more probable that Ingvar was
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a Swedish prince of that name, surnamed hinn vlðförli, 'the far-travelled,' who, according to the
Icelandic ‘Annales Regii,' died in the year 1041.
The testimony of the historic records as to the connection between the Scandinavians and the
eastern lands is supported, in the clearest manner, by archaeological discoveries. We see from
numerous coins which have been found in Russia and the North, that just at the time of the great
Viking expeditions an extremely lively trade existed between Scandinavia, the East and the
Byzantine empire. This intercourse was carried on through the interior of Russia. Thus in Sweden
great quantities of Arabian coins (nearly 20,000) have been found, which date from between 698
and l002, but the far greater part are from between 880 and 955, the very time when, according
to all evidence, the Scandinavian element was playing so important a part in the history of Russia.
It seems that from the tenth century, especially, the island of Gothland was the central point of
the trade between Scandinavia and the East; for the largest discoveries of coins have been made
here (about 13,000). With these Arabian coins were intermixed other foreign coins which must
also have been brought there by traders from the East; among them were many Byzantine coins
which bear dates of the tenth and eleventh centuries.
In Russia, not only have exactly similar coins been found, but also western European coins —
chiefly Anglo- Saxon, which must have been taken there by Scandinavians, and which probably
have formed part of that Danegeld which England so often had been forced to pay, — as well
as weapons and ornaments of a decidedly northern type. Nor is it merely in the Baltic districts
that these objects have been discovered, but also farther in the interior of Russia, chiefly in
isolated barrows, apparently raised over chiefs. The most remarkable of these objects are the
swords, and a kind of buckle of an oval convex form peculiar to the North, and the type presented
by them belongs to the period between the ninth and eleventh centuries; they correspond exactly
to the northern weapons and ornaments which are found in Great Britain, Ireland, and France,
and date from the time when the Danish and Norse Vikings visited and settled in those countries,
in other words, from the ninth to the eleventh centuries. It is to be hoped that, in time, still more
light may be thrown on this subject when such researches in Russia are carried on with more
system, and on a larger scale than has been the case hitherto.
When we reflect upon the testimony which I have adduced from Scandinavian documents and
archaeological discoveries, I think it must be acknowledged that they support and illustrate, in
a most remarkable manner, the traditional view as to the Scandinavian origin of the Russ. None
of them, it is true, give us any direct statement of this fact; the greater part of them refer to the
time after the foundation of the Russian state, and only prove that, at that period, the
Scandinavians carried on a lively intercourse with Russia, and that a great many of them came
over there, some as merchants, some to serve as warriors under the Russian princes. But it is
evident that even this intercourse, this influx of Scandinavians into Russia, would be incredible,
had it not for base some national kinship. I think that even if no other notice were left to us, we
should still be obliged to suppose the existence of a strong Scandinavian element in Russia.
But there is another circumstance which, if only indirectly, yet in a high degree confirms the
view which I am endeavouring to defend. That circumstance is the striking resemblance between
both the culture and mode of life of the Scandinavians of the Viking times and the ancient Russ,
as they are described to us in the Slavonic chronicles, by Greek and Arabian writers. According
to the unanimous testimony of these different authorities, the Russ were a seafaring people, a
people that wandered far and wide, to Greece and the Oriental lands, and whose ships not only
navigated the rivers of Russia, but also the Black Sea, nay, even the Caspian Sea. Every- where
they appear, now as Vikings, now as traders, as it suited them better, but always sword in hand,
and ready at any moment to exchange the merchant's peaceful occupation for the bloody deeds
of the pirate. This picture of the ancient Russ so completely coincides with the habits and
adventurous life of the Northmen, as it is described to us both by northern writers and by the
Latin authors of the middle ages, that it is impossible not to believe that these movements issued
from the same nation and were in- spired with the same national spirit. It is impossible, on the
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other hand, to imagine this to be the mode of living among the Eastern Slavs of that time. We
must remember that they then still dwelt in the interior of the land, completely separated by other
tribes from both the Black Sea and the Baltic. How could it then be possible for this people to
have become so familiar with navigation as the ancient Russ evidently were? From the first
moment this people appears upon the stage of history, they prove themselves to be a maritime
nation; such people must previously have dwelt on the sea coasts, and have been accustomed to
manoeuvre their ships on the open sea.
If we compare this with the other evidence which I have previously reviewed, I believe that every
impartial judge will come to the conclusion that Nestor is perfectly correct in representing the
original Russ as Scandinavians. It is clear that the settlement of the Scandinavian element in
Russia, and the foundation of a Scandinavian state among the Finnish and Slavonic tribes of that
vast territory, was only a single instance of the same mighty and widespread movement which
in the middle ages carried the Northmen to Western Europe. A closer consideration of that part
of the question which may still appear unexplained, I mean the particular name applied to the
Scandinavian element in Russia, and its history, shall be the subject of the next lecture. I hope,
then, to be able to show that all apparent discrepancies blend into the simplest and most beautiful
harmony.

LECTURE III.
ON THE DENOMINATION AND HISTORY OF THE
SCANDINAVIAN ELEMENT IN RUSSIA.

I

N THE PRECEDING LECTURE I reviewed the evidence which can be adduced from
other sources to con- firm Nestor's account of the foundation of the Russian State, and I
think that we have thus obtained a complete corroboration of his statement as to the
Scandinavian origin of the ancient Russ. I have referred to some of the arguments used by the
anti-Scandinavianists to weaken the power of the different proofs produced by their adversaries;
but, on the other hand, I hope I have shown that they are far from having succeeded in their
attempts. Especial attention has been called to the linguistical evidence, founded upon the proper
names which occur in early Russian history, and upon the few words which have been handed
down to us of the language of the ancient Russ (the names of the Dnieper, rapids); this evidence
seems to be so decisive, that the opponents of the Scandinavian theory have hardly made any
serious attempt to gainsay it.
To show the improbability of Nestor's account, the anti-Scandinavianists have taken particular
pains to prove the existence of the Russ as a distinct tribe in Russia long before the year stated
by Nestor. I have mentioned the most important of these presumed proofs, and believe I have
shown how untenable they are: I will only add, that even if such evidence could be admitted, it
would only prove that the date given by Nestor is incorrect; while it would not touch the question
of the original nationality of the Russ, a fact which is independent of chronology, to a certain
extent at any rate.
But the weightiest argument of the anti-Scandinavianists lies in the name Russ itself, and it must
be owned that the defenders of the Scandinavian theory have not hitherto been able to clear up
the difficulties connected with this name. If the Russ be Scandinavians — thus argue their
opponents — it must be possible from other sources to find some Scandinavian tribe who called
themselves by that name; but no such tribe can be indicated. I willingly acknowledge that this
is true, but I must also observe, that neither is it possible to find any Slavonic tribe to whom this
name originally belonged; for the efforts that have been made to prove this are mere airy
conjectures which cannot stand the test of severe scientific criticism. But how do we know that
the ancient Russ really called themselves Russ, or anything similar, in their mother-tongue? Were
this clearly proved, the contention of the opponents of the Scandinavian theory would have real
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weight; but in fact there is evidence which shews that most probably the Old Russ did not give
themselves this name. I therefore consider it a great mistake on the part of the adherents of the
Scandinavian theory, that they should, so to speak, waste powder and shot in endeavouring to
find traces of a Scandinavian or Teutonic tribe, from whose national appellation the name Russ
might have been directly derived.
The only evidence that may be supposed to indicate that this name was a native one, is the passage
from Prudentius which I mentioned in my preceding Lecture (p. 39); it is also the earliest authority
in which we meet with this name. My readers will remember that Prudentius relates how the
Greek emperor sent to Louis the Pious some ambassadors who had been in Constantinople, and
who, the author adds, rendering the wording of the Greek letter of introduction, ‘said that they,
that is to say, their nation, are called Rhos;’ but in Germany these people were discovered to be
Swedes. If we examine the question a little closer, we shall see that this passage proves nothing.
It is certain that these people could not have treated with the court in Constantinople in their
mother- tongue, which no one there could understand, nor is it probable that any of them could
speak Greek. The negotiations therefore must have been carried on by means of a third language,
which both parties mutually understood, or for which interpreters at least were at hand. Such a
language will probably have been the Slavonic or Khazarian.
At any rate, the name applied to these persons at the Greek court must have been that by which
their nation was known in that language in which they conversed. Let us suppose, by way of
illustration, that a German embassy is sent to an Indian prince who has never before heard
anything of Germany; the negotiations would naturally be carried on in English, either directly,
or with the assistance of native interpreters; consequently, the nation to which these ambassadors
belonged would be known in India as ‘Germans,' and none would suspect that in their own
language they called themselves 'Deutsche.' If this supposed Indian prince were to send these
persons to some other prince, his letters of introduction would naturally run as follows: ‘The
bearers of these letters are some people who say that their nation is called "Germans'" — but
this would be no proof that in their own tongue they called them- selves so. Now, if this second
prince had not heard this name ' Germans ' before, but, on the contrary, had known the Germans
as ‘Deutsche’ or ' Allemands,' he would probably be astonished to find that they belonged to the
nation which he knew so well under another name: and supposing he had reason to suspect their
intentions, he would possibly act as Louis the Pious acted. In short, it does not appear to me that
we can draw the conclusion from this passage of Prudentius, that the people who were called
Rhos by the Greeks, really called themselves so in their own language.
That they did not we may suppose from the pas- sage of Liudprand, which I have already quoted
( p. 47), in which he says that the people who in Western Europe were called Northmen, were
called by the Greeks 'Rusii.' *
* Gedeonov says in his Fragments on the Varangian Question, No. X. p. 100: ‘The notice of
Liudprand which is so highly appreciated by the Scandinavianists proves but one thing, viz.: that
the name Russ was never a native appellation of the Northmen.’ I quite agree with Gedeonov in
this last conclusion, to a certain extent at least, though by no means in his assertion, that it is the
only conclusion that can be drawn from Liudprand's words. But when Gedeonov endeavours
first to weaken the importance of Liudprand's identification of Rusii and Northmen by the
postulate, in itself totally incorrect, that ‘Northmen’ is a common name which may also include
the Slavs, and afterwards draws the conclusion, from the same passage, that none of the Northmen
called themselves Russ, I am surprised he does not perceive that in this manner he annihilates
his own argument against the Scandinavian origin of the Russ. ‘Qui nimium probat nihil probat.’
I therefore boldly venture to maintain that the ancient Russ, taken as a nation, did not call themselves so in their mother-tongue. Russ was only a name applied to them in the East. But if this
be the case, the objection to their Scandinavian origin, which is founded on the name Russ, is
of no importance. It is just as if we would deny that the ancient Germani were Germans; for it
must now be considered as proved, that no German or Teutonic tribe ever called themselves by
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that name, but that it was only assigned to them by their Celtic neighbours, and from them was
transmitted to the Romans. The same argument would make us deny that the Wallachians are
of Romanic origin, or the Welsh of Celtic origin; for neither of these nations themselves ever
knew anything of that name; it originated among the Teutonic peoples, who by Walk designated
all whose language they did not understand, partly the Celts, partly the Romanic nations.
Numberless other instances of a similar variety of names can be cited. Even the name Northmen
was hardly the native appellation of the Scandinavian Vikings who visited the coasts of Western
Europe.
But while neither the ancient Russ nor any other Scandinavian tribe called themselves Russ^
attention was called, even in the last century, to a name which is evidently the same word, and
which forms its connecting-link with Scandinavia. It is the name given to Sweden by all the
Finnish tribes grouped round the Gulf of Bothnia and the Baltic. In Finnish it is Ruotsi (and
Ruotsalainen, a Swede), in Esthonian Rôts (and Rôtslane)y in the language of the Vot (in the
government of St. Petersburg near Narva), Rôtsi (and Rútsalainf), and in Livonian Rúotsi (and
Rúotsli). Not only must this be the same name as the Slavonic Rus’, but it cannot be doubted
that the Slavonic name took its origin from the Finnish appellation. It must be remembered that
the Finnish tribes, as we have previously mentioned, completely separated the Slavs from the
sea. When the Scandinavians crossed the Baltic, they must first have come in contact with the
Finns; but the Slavs could only have become acquainted with them after their passage through
the territory of their Finnish neighbours. It is therefore clear that the Finns must have had a name
for the Scandinavians before the Slavs had one, and it was therefore extremely natural that the
Slavs should give them the same name as they heard applied to them by the Finns.
Several other hypotheses have been made with reference to the name Russ, especially on the side
of the anti-Scandinavian party, which, of course, will not acknowledge any connection whatever
between this name and the Finnish Ruotsi. But none of them will hold good against scientific
criticism. Thus attention has been called to the Biblical name Rosh (‘Ρώς in the Septuagint),
which we find in Ezekiel, xxxviii. 2, 3, and xxxix. 1. ‘The prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal’
is there given as the title of Gog who is to come up from the north against the people of Israel,
but God will judge him and give the victory to Israel. It has long ago been objected that this
comparison has no value at all, because the name Rosh in Ezekiel is too uncertain and solitary,
and between his time and the Russ of the ninth century there is a space of more than 1400 years.
Nevertheless there are visionaries who even at the present day seriously quote this text to prove
the antiquity of the Russ.
Next, the name Russ has been connected with the name Roxolani, a 'Sarmatian' tribe that in
ancient times dwelt in some part of what is now Southern Russia. Some have supposed them to
be Slavs or half-Slavs, others have thought that they may have been Goths, or even Scandinavians
who had remained in Russia when their kinsmen, according to an untenable theory, had
immigrated into the northern countries from the East. There can be no doubt, however, that these
Roxolani were of Oriental descent, probably an Iranic tribe: like so many other tribes they were
swallowed up by the waves of the great migration, and have nothing to do with the Russ,'
whatever origin we may ascribe to them.
It seems to me to be incontestable that the only name with which the word Russ has any direct
connection is the Finnish appellation of Sweden, Ruotsi, and this fact is in itself highly instructive
with respect to the question of the nationality of the Russ. Whence the name Ruotsi, in its turn,
is derived, is again a subject of dispute among philologers. The explanation of this word, which
has been most generally adopted by the so-called Scandinavian school, is to derive it from
Roslagen, the name of the coast of the Swedish province of Upland, lying just opposite the Gulf
of Finland. Several objections, however, have been raised against the identification of these two
words. On the one hand, the first syllable of Roslagen, which alone is supposed to have been
transferred to the Finnish, is in itself no nominative, but the genitive case of an Old Swedish
substantive, roϷer (rod, Old Norse róṍr), rowing, navigation. On the other hand, the name
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Roslagen is too modern to be worthy of consideration; in more ancient times the word RoϷer,
RoϷin was used to denote those tracts of Upland and East Gotland that bordered the sea, and in
the middle ages were bound to furnish ships in time of war. The inhabitants of this district were
called Rodskarlar or Rods-mæn (their modem appellation is Rospiggar). On account of these
difficulties this etymology has been since abandoned, even by Kunik who in his work 'Die
Berufung der Schwedischen Rodsen,' had supported it with great power.
I allow that it is impossible to suppose any direct genetic connection between Roslagen, as a
geographical notion, and Ruotsi or Russ. Nevertheless I have some doubt whether this thread
has not been too precipitately cut asunder. The name Ruotsi can no more be explained from the
Finnish language than Rus’can from the Slavonic. It must therefore be of foreign, in all probability
of Scandinavian origin. But if it be so, it appears to me by no means unreasonable to fix upon
the Old Swedish word roϷer, all the more as it is in truth a remarkable coincidence that, in ancient
times, RoϷer, RoϷin, was the name of the very same tracts of Sweden to which the Russian
personal names, as we have seen before, point as the original homestead of the Russ. We can
easily imagine that the Swedes who lived near the coast and crossed to the other side of the
Baltic, might very early call themselves — not considered as a nation, but after their occupation
or mode of living — rōϷs-menn or rōϷs’karlar or something similar, i. e. according to the original
signification of the word, rowers, seafarers*. In Sweden Itself this word, and even the abstract
substantive roϷer gradually came to be treated as proper names. It is then all the less strange that
the Finns should have understood this name to be the title of the nation, and adopted it in this
signification, so that they preserved the first syllable only of the compound word, in the forms
Ruotsi and Ruotsalainen. It might be objected, as has been done with regard to the derivation
from Roslagen, that the first syllable of the compound word, RōϷs, is in Swedish a genitive, and
that it would be singular to use a genitive form as a proper name. But if we suppose that no
Scandinavian called himself RōϷs or Ruotsi or Russ, but that this abridged name was first assigned
to them by the Finns, this difficulty vanishes. For it is very common in Finnish, when a compound
word is adopted from another language, to keep only the first part of it; and if this first part
happen to be originally a genitive, a word may unconsciously be adopted in its genitive form.
This is the case, for instance, with the Finnish word riksi, a Swedish rix-dollar, which has been
formed from the Swedish word riks-daler by dropping the principal word daler or dollar and
only retaining riks-, which is originally the Swedish genitive form (for rikes) of rike, a kingdom.
Such an explanation of the Finnish Ruotsi I think by no means an unreasonable one. It is only
an hypothesis; but it seems to me that this hypothesis in every respect affords clear harmony and
coherence.
As before said, the same name came from the Finns to the Slavs in the form Rus’ (Роусь, Русь),
where the sound uo or ṍ, which is unknown in Slavonic, is rendered by u, exactly in the same
manner as the Finnish Suomi — originally the name of some Finnish tribe, and now the native
name for Finland — is rendered Sum’ (Соумь, Сумь) in the Russian chronicles.
As far as the grammatical form of the name Rus' in Slavonic is concerned, it is characteristic that
this word is always used in the singular number as a collective noun. Otherwise this peculiarity
only occurs, in Russian documents, in the case of foreign names, particularly such as designate
Finnish tribes or are derived from the Finnish languages, in which we really find the model of
this usage. Thus we have in the Russian chronicles, besides the word Sum' already mentioned,
Yam'= Finnish Häme (the Tavastrians), Mordva, Meria, Muroma, Ves, Chud’, Perm’, &c. This
fact also corroborates our supposition that the name Rus’ may have come to the Slavs from the
Finns.
From the Slavonic name Rus' is derived the Greek form of the same word, Rhôs ('Ρώς), which
we meet with in the ninth and tenth centuries. There may be doubts as to whether the Greeks
received this form directly from the Slavs (or, which amounts to the same thing, from the Russ
themselves, inasmuch as they used the Slavonic language), or if the word was transmitted
immediately through another language which had previously acquired it from the same source.
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Two things are remarkable in this Greek form, Rhós: firstly, the vowel õ (ω), instead of which
we should expect u (ov), if the word were derived directly from the Slavonic; next, the peculiarity that it is always used indeclinably in this form, being treated as a plural noun (οί Ρώς,τών,
Ρώς,&c.,). This latter circumstance can scarcely be sufficiently explained by the constant use of
the name Rus' in the singular in Slavonic. I am rather inclined to regard it as suggesting that the
first knowledge of this name reached the Greeks through the language of some Turkish-Tatar
tribe, probably the Khazars (compare above, p. 42), and that, in the beginning, the Greeks
themselves confounded the Russ with those tribes. In Byzantine literature we commonly find
Turkish - Tatar names, and those only, used indeclinably in the same way, e.g. oί Ούάρ, Χουννί,
Όγώρ, Ούζ, Ταρνιάχ, &c. The same circumstance may possibly explain also the o) of the Greek
form Rhos (compare the Hungarian form Orosz, Russian, which from the prefixed is incontestably
proved to have been introduced through some Turkish dialect). From about the middle of the
tenth century the Greek form Rhos was supplanted by the more modem form Rusioi ('Ρούσιοι),
which has more affinity with the Slavonic Rus’.
The Arabs received their Rûs in much the same way as the Greeks (or perhaps from the Greek
Rhôs?).
To the people of Western Europe, especially the Teutonic race, this name came later, with the
politico- geographical signification in which we now employ the word Russia. In the eleventh
century we meet with the Old German form Rûzâ, and in mediaeval Latin documents we find
Russia, Rúzzia, Rúcia, &c. The Middle High German form is Riuze. The name came back to
Scandinavia from Germany; in the later Norse Sagas we find Rússar (Russians) and Rúzaland
or Rúciland instead of the more ancient Garȫariki, and in Old Swedish Ryza, Russians, Ryzaland,
Russia, where the vowel y (= original ú), as well as the z, a letter foreign to the Swedish language,
clearly indicate its German origin.
This is in abstract the development of the name Russ regarded from the linguistic side. As to the
ethnographical meaning of this name, we have already seen that the Slavs especially used it to
denote the Scandinavian tribe which founded a state among them, while the Greeks and Arabs
in the ninth and tenth centuries employed it also in a more extensive sense, answering to that of
the name Northmen in Western Europe (pp. 49, 50). Now the question arises: What Scandinavian
tribe was it to which the Slavs applied the name Rus'? And how is it possible for this name to
have totally changed its meaning in the course of time and have come to signify a Slavonic
nationality instead of a Scandinavian one?
I have before shown how antiquarian discoveries, linguistic evidence, and direct historic records
all alike prove that, from time immemorial, there was an extremely lively movement from Sweden
to the lands on the other side of the Baltic. After having been interrupted or only continued on
a smaller scale for several centuries, this movement was resumed with redoubled energy in the
eighth century, and certainly was not then restricted to mere occasional visits of Northmen, but
Scandinavian settlers must have established themselves on different parts of the coasts. It must
have been these very invaders and settlers to whom the Finns, the native inhabitants of these
districts, gave the name Ruotsi, Ruotsalaiset, and the Slavs after their example the name Rus’,
whatever the origin and primitive signification of this name may be. At that time neither the
Finns nor the Slavs were seafarers, and therefore they could only become acquainted with the
Scandinavians when the latter came over to their country. Later on when the Finns came into
closer connection with Sweden, they transferred the name Ruotsi to that country itself, while the
Slavs, as we shall presently see, acquired in another way a name for the inhabitants of Sweden.
It is possible that the Rhos who came to Constantinople in 838 or 839 belonged to some such
colony, and not to Sweden itself; and the statement we find in certain Mahomedan authors, that
the Rús dwelt on an unhealthy island in a lake, may also originally refer to some such settlements.
If we keep this in mind I believe we shall better understand the chief event which Nestor places
in 862, the foundation of the Russian state.
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In Nestor's account of this event, the source of which must be the tradition at Kiev, there is one
point that all certainly agree to consider as incorrect. That is the chronology. But tradition does
not care for chronology, and the date fixed by the chronicles for this event, 862, can only have
been obtained by some kind of calculations. Nestor refers to this year a series of events for which
it is impossible to find room in that space of time. According to him, in this same year the
Varangian Vikings were driven back beyond the sea; the native tribes quarrelled for some time
with each other; the Russ were called in from beyond the sea; Rurik's two brothers died, after
the lapse of two years (!); and two of his followers, Askold and Dir, mastered Kiev. It is evident
that all this cannot have taken place in one year, but that here different events are mingled
together, which in reality were separated by a considerable interval, and 862 is probably only
the date of the last of them, the occupation of Kiev. And how is it possible that in the same year
in which the native Finnish and Slavonic tribes freed themselves from the oppression of the
Varangians, they should, of their own accord, have again called in a Varangian clan from beyond
the sea? Here also we must, I am sure, distinguish different events which the tradition has
combined into one.
In itself it is very improbable that the contending tribes should have absolutely called in a foreign
race of princes. This point has a somewhat legendary look. In this respect the remarkable
resemblance between Nestor's account and the relation of the arrival of the Saxons in Britain is
worth noticing.
In his Saxon chronicle Widukind tells us how ambassadors from the Britons addressed themselves
to the Saxons on the continent, and invited them to help them and rule over them, in almost the
same words which Nestor puts into the mouth of the Slavs and Finns: — ‘We offer this our land,
which is large and spacious and abounds in all things, to be at your command.’ However, this
legend is perhaps only a naïve, as it were a dramatised, representation of the fact that the Slavs
voluntarily subjected themselves to the dominion of the Russ. But even if it be so, the tradition
decidedly suggests a difference between the Vikings who had just been driven away, and the
Russ; the latter must have been a tribe whom the Slavs were previously acquainted and familiar
with.
Thus we are again led to the same result as before. The Scandinavian clan which the Slavs called
especially by the name given to them by the Finns, Rus’ (as others are called Svie, others
Nurmane, &c., adds Nestor), and which about the middle of the ninth century obtained the
mastery over the Slavs, cannot under any circumstance have been called in directly by the Slavs
from Sweden for this purpose. It must have been Swedish settlers whose primitive home- stead
was the coast just opposite the Gulf of Finland, but who had already for some time lived
somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Finns and Slavs, probably near Lake Ladoga. We may
perhaps find a reminiscence of such an intermediate settlement in the notice preserved by some
of the Russian chronicles, that Rurik and his brothers founded the town of Ladoga (comp. p. 13
note a) and first settled there; for Ladoga really lies outside the ancient territory of the Slavs.
The mastery of the Russ over the Slavs begins with their settlement at Novgorod. Their absolute
dominion here did not however attain any stability, and Novgorod soon ceased to be their capital.
The real foundation of a Russian state dates from the occupation of Kiev. We have seen that
shortly after Rurik had taken possession of Novgorod, two of his followers, Askold and Dir, left
him and established themselves there (862 A. D.?), and in 882 Rurik's successor Oleg himself
seized the town of Kiev and made it his capital. From this time the name Russ vanished from
Novgorod, and was connected exclusively with Kiev. From this centre it spread itself in wider
and wider circles over all the territory which has gradually been acquired by the Russian crown.
But as the name Russians thus diffused itself, its signification changed completely. It was once
the ancient Slavonic appellation of the Northmen, and has at last come to signify a purely Slavonic
nationality.
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This change is similar to that which has taken place with respect to the name Franks and France.
As is well known, the Franks were at first a Germanic tribe which made themselves masters of
Gaul. From this name, Franks, was formed the name France (Francia) a political appellation of
the land and the people that composed the state formerly established by the Franks, or rather its
nucleus the 'Isle de France,' When at last the Frankish nationality had died out or had been
absorbed in the far more extensive Romance element, and the various races became blended,
nationally as well as politically, the appellation France, Française French, became the name of
the united nation, but of quite another nation than that to which it first belonged. A similar
instance may be found in the names Northmen (Normanni) — Normandy — Normans, and many
others.
The evolution of the name Rus' or Russ was exactly similar. It also was at first the appellation
of a foreign Scandinavian clan that gained the mastery over the native Slavonic tribes, though
the invaders were of course far inferior to them in number. The name of this tribe, Rus’ was then
naturally transferred, as a politico-geographical appellation, to all land under the rule of the Russ
who dwelt at Kiev (= rus'skaya zemlia, the Russian land), next to the inhabitants also, Slavs as
well as Northmen, and in this latter signification it gradually superseded the old names of the
separate Slavonic tribes. When at last the political union turned into a national unity, the name
Russia, Russians came of course to denote the whole nation.
This evolution of the name we can distinctly trace in Nestor's account. While he expressly says
that the name Russ at first belonged to a Scandinavian clan, and he often uses it in this
signification, it is obvious that in his own time it had lost this its original signification. He uses
it chiefly as the politico-geographical denomination of Kiev and its dominions. In this sense he
speaks of 'the Poliane who are now called Russ,' and classes himself among the Russ ('we Russ
'); but he ordinarily calls his own nationality and his own language Slavonic, not Russian.
However, we see the germ of the modern signification in such phrases as this: 'The Slavonic and
the Russian nation' (literally, ‘language') is one; for they have called themselves Russ from the
Varangians, but previously they were Slavonians. We have now treated of the origin and history
of the name Russ. But there is another name which in Russian chronicles is so closely connected
with it that it will be necessary for us to dwell a little upon it. I mean the name Varangians.
We have seen that in several passages, for instance that just mentioned, or where Nestor speaks
of the foundation of the Russian state, the Russ are identified with the Varangians, or rather are
described as a subdivision of the Varangians. It is impossible, in this connection, to give the
word Varangians any other signification than Scandinavians. But, as the anti-Scandinavianists
have remarked on good grounds, it appears that in other parts of the Russian chronicles a
distinction is always made between these two names. In speaking, for instance, of the expeditions
of Oleg and Igor, both the Russ and Varangians, as well as Polians, Slavonians, &c., are
mentioned as forming part of the armies, and consequently these names must denote two separate
tribes. This use of the word has been adduced as evidence against the Scandinavian origin of the
Russ, and there is really here an apparent difficulty which has not hitherto, I think, been
satisfactorily explained. We must therefore more exactly consider the signification and history
of the name Varangians, and try to define the mutual relationship between this name and the
name Russ.
That the name Varangians is not confined to Russia alone has long since been observed, and it
has been remarked that in Constantinople we meet with the same name, Warings or Varangians
(Βάραγγοι), as the appellation of a body of guards specially consisting of Scandinavians, and in
the Old Norse Sagas often mentioned under the name Væringjar, In Byzantine writings this body
of Warings is mentioned for the first time under the date of 1034, It must however have existed
some time before that date, perhaps nearly a century earlier, as we may infer from other
documents, Latin and Scandinavian, which allude to them. The first instances we find in the
Sagas of Scandinavians expressly mentioned as having served in the Greek army are those of
the Icelanders Thorkel Thjóstarsson and Eyvind Bjarnason (in Hrafnkels-saga), both before 950.
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Next, mention is made in Sagas of Gris Sæmingsson (c. 970-980), Kolskegg Hámundsson (c.
992), and Bolli Bollason (c. 1026-1030). These however appear to be the only instances at such
an early date, as far as Norway and Iceland are concerned at least. The Swedes, on the contrary,
may even at that period have furnished the chief contingents to the Varangian body, though the
Sagas of course do not mention it ^. During the eleventh century, from c. 1030, it became the
fashion for Northmen of rank to take service under the Greek Emperors, and particularly after
that the Norwegian prince Harald Hardrada (who afterwards fell fighting against Harold the
Saxon) had fought under the Byzantine flag; but after that time also the bulk of them must
undoubtedly have continued to be Swedes. From that time the Varangian body formed a corps
d’élite in the Greek army, to whom the care of the Emperor's person was specially confided. In
this quality they are extremely often mentioned both in Greek and Scandinavian documents, the
former often also alluding to their characteristic weapon, a long two-edged axe. We do not
however find them only in immediate attendance as the Emperor's body-guard, but also quartered
in other places. There still exists, at the present day, a remarkable monument which palpably
reminds us of these Varangians. I mean the colossal marble lion in a sitting posture which now
adorns the entrance to the Arsenal at Venice. This lion was brought thither from Piraeus after
the capture of Athens by the Venetian general Francesco Morosini in 1687. From time
immemorial this monument had Stood near the harbour of Piræus, which had taken from it its
Italian name, of ‘Porto Leone’. It is, in truth, a work of the best period of ancient Greek art; but
what is most interesting to us is that on it there is a long Runic inscription, cut in serpentine
curves on both sides of the body of the lion. Unhappily this inscription is so effaced by time and
weather that it is now almost illegible. From the form of the serpentine curves and the separate
runes, however, the eminent runologist Professor S. Bugge, in Christiania, has proved that it was
cut, about the middle of the eleventh century, by a man from Sweden proper (‘Svealand’),
probably from the province of Upland; and there can be no doubt that this man once served
among the Varangians and happened to be quartered at Piræus.
Towards the end of the eleventh century the Varangian body seems to have begun to change its
character. From that time it was not only recruited from Scandinavia, but also by Englishmen,
who after the Norman conquest, being driven away from their native land, or dissatisfied with
the state of things there, repaired to Constantinople to win laurels in the Greek service: it can
scarcely be doubted that among these Englishmen there were several Danes. Towards the end
of the twelfth century we read in several authors that the Varangians were Britons (Βρεταυυοί),
or Englishmen (Ίγγλυοι), and that they spoke English (ίγκλιυιστί). From the beginning of the
thirteenth century the visits of Scandinavians to Constantinople became more and more rare and
finally the Varangian body consisted exclusively of Englishmen. In this form it seems to have
existed till the fall of the Byzantine empire.
On account of the position of the Varangians at Constantinople, as well as their frequent
appearance in Russian history as hired troops in immediate attendance of the princes, this name
has hitherto been unanimously considered as at first designating a military body, and it has been
generally believed to have originated in Constantinople. It has then been supposed that only in
later times did it come to signify the nation from which the body-guard was formed.
From the form of the word Varangian or Waring- there can be no doubt it is of Scandinavian
origin; the termination -ing, eng, -ang, is neither Slavonic nor Greek, but Scandinavian, and all
the interpretations that have not been founded on this supposition have completely failed. Of the
many etymologies which have been proposed for this word, the only- one that satisfies the
requirements of the science of language is its derivation from the Old Norse vȧr usually plural
vȧrar, a pledge, troth; in Anglo-Saxon we find the same word in the form Wǣ with nearly the
same meaning — a caution, pledge, covenant. Thence the word Warings or Varangians has been
supposed to signify ‘confederates,' or a body of 'sworn men.' When this interpretation was for
the first time proposed, a foundation for it was supposed to be found in a still more ancient name
Foederati (Φοιδεράτοι), the designation of a body of mercenaries in the Byzantine army,
originally (in the third and fourth centuries) consisting of Goths, and the Varangian body was
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believed to be a continuation of the Foederati, so that Varangian, Waring would be the national
Teutonic appellation of the same body. It cannot however be doubted that there was no continuity
or relationship whatever between these two bodies, as even in the fifth century the Foederati.
consisted of the most heterogeneous elements, chiefly recruited from Oriental nations, and in
this form it seems to have continued to exist contemporaneously with the Varangians. But if that
be the case, there is good reason to inquire whether the evolution of this word may not have been
quite different from all that has been assumed hitherto, and all the more as the Old Norse word
vȧr-ar, to which it is referred, is never used to signify a military oath or an oath of allegiance.
Is it really certain that Varangian was at first the designation of a military body, or any military
institution whatever? I do not think so, and must consider such an opinion to be a mere
assumption. On the contrary, I maintain that the proper signification of the word Varangian in
the whole of the East was a distinctly geographical one, viz. that of Scandinavians, and more
particularly Swedes.
When we refer to the Russian chronicles, we always find the word Varangian (in Russian Variag,
plural Variazi) used in this sense; as, for instance, in that passage in which the foundation of the
Russian state is spoken of, and in which it is distinctly said that ‘some of the Varangians were
called Russ, just as others are called Svie, others Nurmane,' &c.; and 'there are numerous other
passages which are equally evident. In short, there can be no doubt that whether the Varangians
are mentioned in Russian documents as mercenaries in the Russian army, as is commonly the
case in the earlier times, or as peaceful merchants, which is almost the rule in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, the word never signifies any but Scandinavians, especially Swedes. This
geographical interpretation is the only one which is satisfactory in every passage. One
circumstance which must assign considerable antiquity to this signification is that in the
chronicles the Baltic Sea is called ‘the Varangian Sea' (variazh’skoye more). That this use of the
word was not forgotten even after the lapse of centuries is clearly proved, for instance, by the
letter which the Russian Czar Ivan the Terrible wrote to the Swedish king John the Third in 1573
when he laid claim to the crown of Sweden. We there find this expression used: ‘Your people
have served my ancestors from very remote times; in the ancient annals Variags are mentioned
who were to be found in the Autocrator Yaroslav-Georgi's army; but the Variags were Swedes,
consequently his subjects. Also in an account of the siege of the Tikhvin monastery by the Swedes
in 161 3, we find them called Variags.
If we turn to the Arabic writers we find there also the word Varank, but only with a geographical
signification. The first Mahomedan writer who mentions the Varank is al-Bîrûnî (born in
Chorasmia 973, + c. 1038 A.D.), an extremely learned and important author, of whose works —
as far as they are still in existence — but a small portion has yet been published. But we learn
from several more recent writers who quote him as their authority, that he had mentioned a bay
of the great ocean which stretches northwards of the Slavs and is called the Varangian Sea (Bahr
Varank); but Varank is the name of a people who dwell on its coasts. Here the name Varank
evidently denotes the Scandinavians, more particularly the Swedes, and the 'Varangian Sea' is
clearly the Baltic, which, we observe, was called by the same name by the Russian chroniclers.
A Persian manuscript of Bîrûnî's ‘Instruction in Astronomy' (composed in 1029) has lately been
discovered, and we are told that in three passages of this work he speaks of the Varank and that
in the map which accompanies this manuscript they are clearly placed on the east coast of Sweden.
The same name was also mentioned by another author who is often referred to by other writers,
Shîrȧzî, who lived at the end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth century. In a
more recent Turkish geography (of the seventeenth century), entitled Jihân-numa, and composed
by Haji Khalfah, the author says as follows: 'The German Sea (Bahr Alaman) is called in our
geographical and astronomical books the Varangian Sea (Bahr Varank), The learned Shîrâzî, in
his work called Tohfah, says, “On the coast of it dwells a nation of tall warlike men” and by
these Varank he understands the Swedish people. . . . Now this sea is called the Baltic in the
languages of the surrounding nations.These instances will suffice to show that, in Oriental
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terminology also, the word Varangian,Varank, bore, from the beginning of the eleventh century,
its geographical signification of Scandinavians, more particularly Swedes, and no other.
As far as regards the Byzantine terminology, it is true that the name Varangoi (Βάραγγοι) seems
to be used there in the sense of a certain military force, I think, however, that was not the original
meaning of the word; as employed by the Greeks it was also, at first, the popular designation for
the Scandinavians (especially the Swedes) as a nation and not merely the name of a particular
body of troops. This is clearly indicated in Byzantine writings by the fact that we always find
the name Varangoi co-ordinate with names of other nations. Thus, for instance, we frequently
find 'Franks and Varangians' mentioned together. In a passage of Georgius Cedrenus the
Varangians are mentioned in opposition to the Romaioi, i. e. the native Greeks, as he says, 'the
soldiers who kept watch in the palace, both Romaioi and Varangians;' and he (or a copyist) adds
that the latter are 'a Celtic (!) nation.' The learned and literary princess Anna Comnena speaks
of 'the Varangians from Thule,’ which she further explains as 'the axe-bearing barbarians;' these
she opposes first to a division of the native army and then to the Nemitzoi, ' who also,' she says,
'are a barbarous nation.'
Kunik has also lately discovered, in the chronicle of the South-Italian convent of the Monte
Cassino, written by Leo Ostiensis, the same name in the Italianised form Guarani or Gualani,
and there the name is evidently employed as the name of a nation (viz. Swedes); thus ‘Dani,
Russi et Gualani ' are nentioned (under the date of 1009) as Greek auxiliary troops who had been
sent to Apulia and Calabria^. An Old Norse Saga finally gives testimony in the same direction.
It is said in Harald Hardrada's Saga (ch. 3) that there were in Constantinople 'a great many
Northmen, whom they there call Varangians.'
In a Russian work on the Varangians by Professor Vasilievski, which unfortunately is not
accessible to me, the author is said to have proved that some Byzantines, in the eleventh century
used the two names Varangoi and Rhos as synonymes; and in some Greek documents lately
discovered the two names form one compound word, Varangoi-Rhosor Rhos- Varangoi.
Here the word can only have been used to signify a nation, and the same or nearly the same
nation as that which the Greeks had previously known under the name of Rhos, The compound
words Varangoi-Rhos or Rhos-Varangoi must then signify as much as ‘Swedish Northmen ' or
‘Scandinavian Swedes.’
From the proofs I have already produced I think it is clear that not only did the Greeks use the
word Varangoi as the name of a nation (Scandinavians, Swedes), but even that this was its original
and most ancient signification among them. It was only afterwards when the visits of the
Scandinavians to Constantinople had become rarer, and when the body-guard which they had
formed was recruited more and more from other nations, that the name was simply used as the
name of a military body, armed with the same weapons, and holding the same peculiar position
among the Imperial guards as once did the Scandinavians. This is a change in the signification
of a word to which it is easy to find parallels, whereas the employment of a word which first was
used to signify body-guards to designate a nation of which this guard was chiefly composed, is
certainly unexampled. I need only to remind you of the ‘Swiss guards' of the French sovereigns
and of the Pope at the present day, who continue to bear that name, though they have long ago
ceased to consist exclusively of Swiss. The word Zouave also was at first the name of a single
Arab tribe which levied the first troops of that par- ticular description, but now has come to
signify all sorts of troops wearing uniforms similar to those of the original Zouaves.
When we consult Scandinavian authorities we find this peculiarity, that though the Old Norse
word Væringjar (in the singular Væringr or Væringi) is true Norse, yet in signification it is half
foreign, since it only signifies the Scandinavian body-guards in the service of the Greek emperor,
and has no reference to Scandinavians in general nor to any other foreign troops at
Constantinople: thus, for instance, in Hakon Herdibreid's Saga, chap. 21, the Væringjar are
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distinctly opposed to the Franks and Flemish, whose position in the Greek army was, however,
about the same. The word cannot have obtained this signification in the Scandinavian lands, it
must have been carried back thither by Scandinavians who had been in Constantinople. It is quite
a solitary case when we find the word Væringjar in one Saga signifying Scandinavians or
Northmen in general. This is the case in the comparatively modern Thidrek’s Saga (from c. 1250
A.D.}, and as several proofs occur in the same Saga that the author had been in Russia, or had
relations there at least, inasmuch as he appears to be well acquainted with several localities there,
it is probable that the peculiar employment of the word Væringjar in this Saga is an imitation of
the Russian signification of the word Variag’, whether the author wished to display his learning
or found its use in this sense very practical. This signification of the word is otherwise unknown
in the North.
When we review the evidence here produced, it seems to me unquestionable that Varangian was
always, among the eastern nations, a geographical or national title, and that* it signified the
inhabitants of Scandinavia, principally the Swedes. If that be the case, there can be no doubt that
the Greeks received this name from Russia. Not only had the Scandinavians been known in
Russia long before the Greeks made acquaintance with them, but it was even the Russ who first
introduced them in Constantinople, and the Scandinavians who afterward repaired to Greece
mostly travelled through Russia on their way thither. For this very reason it seems to me absurd
to suppose that the word had been coined in Constantinople and afterwards taken thence to
Russia. Whether the Arabs, in their turn, received this word from the Greeks or directly from
Russia, must be left undecided.
When we reflect, on the other hand, that the name is incontestably Scandinavian in its root, yet
that it presents itself in Old Norse literature as a half-foreign word, only one explanation seems
possible to me, an explanation which at the same time clears up all philological and historical
difficulties. That is to suppose that the word took its rise among the Scandinavians who in former
times settled in Russia, that is to say, among that tribe to which the Slavs applied the name Russ,
and that it is a designation given by them to their countrymen west of the Baltic, or, at any rate,
to those of them whom the brisk connection between ancient Russia and Scandinavia took over
there. If this supposition be correct, we gain, in this purely Scandinavian name, a new proof of
the Scandinavian nationality of the Russ.
The form which is the basis of the Russian form Variag,’ the Greek form Varangos, and the
Arabic form Varank, seems to be Vȃring-, without the change of the ȃ to æ which we meet with
in the Old Norse form Væringi, As to the origin of this word, it must, at any rate, be derived from
a basis vȃr-. The Old Norse really possesses several words of this same form; but among them
there is certainly one only which in this case is satisfactory, namely, the same which has
previously been referred to (see above, p.111). Only, I think that the interpretation of the word
Varangian, which from this view has been hitherto generally accepted, is not correct.
In different Teutonic languages we find a word the most ancient form of which is vȃrȃr, (Old
Norse vȧr-ar, A. S. wǽr. Old High German wȃra, &c.). The signification of this word is (i) truth,
faith, faithfulness; (a) (= mediaeval Latin treuga) pledge, plighted faith, truce, peace;(3) (with
reference to that person who receives the vȃrȃr,of another) security, safeguard, protection ^ In
Old Norse the word vȧr is used in the singular as the name of a goddess of faith; the plural vȧrar
signifies a pledge, plighted faith, especially between man and wife, sometimes between personal
foes, but never a military oath. Words akin to vȧrar are in Old Norse the adjective værr, ‘peaceful,
safe; snug, comfortable; tranquil, easy;' and the substantives væri, 'abode, shelter,' and væra,
‘snugness, warmth; a rest, shelter’. A derivative from the same basis is the Old Norse væringr
or væringi If we review the just mentioned words, it must certainly be considered highly
improbable that this word should have any especial reference to personal military service. It can
scarcely signify anything but a person who finds shelter and safety somewhere. From this view
it may be compared with the Anglo-Saxon word wǽrgenga, which in an old glossary is interpreted
‘advena,' a foreigner, but the proper signification of which is doubtless the same; in the
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Langobardian laws we find the corresponding word in the form waregang, with just the same
meaning . The name Varangian consequently signifies at first nearly as much as a denizen or a
metoecus; such was undoubtedly the very condition of the Scandinavians who came over to
Russia, while the mastery of the country belonged to a kindred Scandinavian tribe.
This name, which was consequently at first the ‘Russian' denomination of the Scandinavians
who came over to Russia, according to their politico-social position there, was adopted by the
Slavs in Russia as the name of those people according to their nationality, and It was extended
also to denote the inhabitants of the Scandinavian motherlands west of the Baltic, especially
Sweden. With this signification it was transmitted to the other eastern nations, among whom we
find the word in use, and it thus gradually supplanted the more ancient name applied to the
Scandinavians in the East, Russ, at the same time as this name changed its original signification.
These two names, Russ and Varangian, far from having been synonymous, must once, on the
contrary, have been used in opposition to each other. The relationship between them must have
been about the same as between a ‘Yankee' and an Englishman, or, among the Spaniards in
America, between a Creole (criollo) and a ' Chapeton' or a ' Ga- chupin,' as they call a Spaniard
from Europe. The distinction, however, was gradually forgotten, especially as the ancient Russ
lost by degrees their primitive nationality and became Slavonicised. Therefore, according to the
signification of the word in his time, Nestor may very well have defined the primitive Russ as a
clan of the Varangians in one part of his history, and in another have drawn a distinction between
the two names. In Scandinavia itself the word Varangian was of course unknown in its eastern
signification; in more recent times it was taken there again by Scandinavians who had resided
in Constantinople, where the 'Russ' and the 'Varangians' met and associated with each other, and
where the word had been handed down to them by tradition; in this manner it acquired in
Scandinavia that restricted signification in which we find it used in the Old Norse Sagas.
Several questions still remain concerning the existence of the Scandinavian element in Russia.
In the first place, How long did the primitive Russ, the ruling race in Kiev, maintain their
Scandinavian nationality? When this tribe first obtained dominion over the Slavs, it cannot,
comparatively speaking, have been very numerous; besides the princely leaders it consisted
chiefly of warriors; still, though we learn nothing directly about it, there can be no doubt that,
like other hosts of Northmen \ the Russ were accompanied by women. We know, for instance,
that Rurik's son Igor was married to one of his country-women, named Olga (Helga), who was
born in Pleskov. Yet even if this be so, still many of these emigrants certainly soon began to
intermarry with the native Slavonic women. Under these circumstances it seems all the less
possible that the descendants of the original settlers, living amidst a far more numerous Slavonic
population, could have preserved their Scandinavian nationality for more than the first three or
four generations. So far as the reigning family IS concerned, we find that Igor's son (born 942)
bore the purely Slavonic name Sviatoslav; and from his time Slavonic names, with but few
exceptions, were exclusively used in the reigning family. When Sviatoslav's son Vladimir (who
died 1015) officially introduced Christianity into Russia in 988, he made the Slavonic language
the language of the Church, and there is no doubt he at that time considered himself in all respects
a Slav, though he probably was still acquainted with the language of his forefathers. In the time
of his son and successor Yaroslav (4+ 1054) the fragile traditional ties which still bound the
Russian princes to the Scandinavian nationality were completely severed.
Though about the year 1000 the reigning house in Kiev may be considered essentially
Slavonicised, it does not necessarily follow that by this time the Scandinavian element had
entirely disappeared from Russia. There is much to indicate that the Russian race was continually
recruited by Varangian immigrants from the Scandinavian lands, who came, not merely to serve
for some time at the Russian court or in the Russian army, but also to settle permanently in
Russia. According to the German writer Thietmar, the population in Kiev even in the year 1018
consisted ‘chiefly of Danes,' whereby he certainly does not mean exclusively Danes in the stricter
sense of the word, but Scandinavians in general, in the sense in which this name was used in
England at that time. From this and other evidence we seem entitled to conclude that the
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Scandinavian element was largely represented at Kiev even at the beginning of the eleventh
century. But about this period the stream of reinforcements from the North ceases; for the
abnormal conditions which had given the impulse to the Northmen's expeditions had long since
ceased to exist. The complete establishment of Christianity had given an entirely new aspect to
social life in the North, and the internal state of the Scandinavian countries claimed all the
energies of the inhabitants. With about the year 1030 the Viking period is therefore considered
to be at an end, and, in accordance with this, the Varangians are mentioned for the last time as
subsidiaries in the Russian army in 1043. The few Scandinavians who were to be found at that
time in Russia proper (i. e. Kiev) were left to their fate, which it is not difficult to imagine.
The state of affairs was, however, different in Novgorod and its district. Having been abandoned
by the Russian clan, it had maintained for some considerable time a fairly independent position
as the rival of Kiev, and attained to considerable importance by means of its flourishing trade,
to which its favourable situation and easy communication with the sea through Lake Ladoga
greatly contributed. There the Scandinavian element was still more largely represented than in
Kiev, as many Varangians, Scandinavians from Sweden, particularly from Gothland, repaired
thither for the sake of trade. How large this Scandinavian element was, may be guessed from
Nestor's statement that Novgorod was 'a Varangian town;' and we learn from other sources that
the Gothlanders had a large guildhall there in the twelfth century, and that there was a Varangian
church there, &c. But from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the Scandinavians were forced
to give way to the Germans, and the lucrative Novgorod trade passed into the hands of the German
Hanse Towns.
In conclusion, the question is. What influence after all has the Scandinavian element had upon
the native element in Russia, and what traces has it left of its presence in former times? One
thing is certain: if we could analyse the blood which flows in the veins of the ruling race of
modern Russia, we should scarcely discover in it a drop derived from a Scandinavian source.
While in this respect the Finnish tribes which once inhabited so large a portion of the Russian
empire may have exercised a somewhat important influence, the number of Scandinavians there
was comparatively so small, that in physical respects they could hardly have had any permanent
influence.
That in manners and customs, in social life and political institutions in Russia, traces of
Scandinavian influence were long to be found, is undoubted. But how many or how few these
traces were is an extremely difficult question. To answer it would necessitate much preliminary
research, which indeed ought to be undertaken, according to the modern principles of science,
but which at present has not been attempted.
More marked and distinct are the effects produced on the Russian tongue by the influence of a
Scandinavian language. And yet here too close examination of this question presents considerable
difficulties. On one hand, we may easily be misled in this respect by resemblances which are
due to the original affinity between the Slavonic and the Teutonic languages (the Slav, grad, in
Russian gorod’, a town, for instance, is a genuine Slavonic word, akin to the Old Norse garȭr,
&c.). On the other hand, we shall perceive that not only the Russian, but also the other Slavonic
languages, contain a great many words which are doubtless of Teutonic origin; but we shall also
observe that these words are by no means homogeneous, and that they belong to different strata
of language. Thus there are many words common, more or less, to all the Slavonic languages,
which must have been adopted from the language of the Goths, when the Slavs still dwelt together
east of the Vistula: for instance, Slav, st’klo (сгькіо), glass, from the Gothic stikls, a goblet; Slav,
useręz (оусерагь), useręz' (oycердзь), an earring, from the Gothic ausa-hrings, &c. A great many
other words have been borrowed from the German, partly in modern, partly in earlier times.
When we have carefully separated these several strata of Teutonic words, there will remain some
which only occur in Russian, and not in the other Slavonic languages; these in form also betray
a Scandinavian origin. In these words we are entitled to see memorials of the Scandinavian
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element which once played so important a part in the history of Russia. The greater portion of
these words are only to be found in ancient Russian documents, inasmuch as they indicate things
and ideas which are now out of date. Other words are preserved only in certain dialects; but
unfortunately the Russian dialects have not as yet been thoroughly investigated, and it is therefore
impossible for me to offer an exhaustive list of such words. The words of that kind which I have
noticed, and which I unhesitatingly affirm are of Scandinavian origin, are the following: —
Old Russian ask’ yask' (аскъ, яскъ.), a box, modem Russian yashchik' (ящфкъ), = Old Norse
ask-r, Old Swedish ask-er. Modern Swedish ask.
Old Russian grid’ (яридь), a body-guard, attendant (of the ancient Russian princes), = Old Norse
griṍ a domicile, home, with the notion of service (grṍmaṍr, a servant, lodger).
Russian dial, kerb’ (гридь), a bundle of flax, = Old Norse kerf, kjarf, Swedish kärfve, a bundle.
Russian knut (киугь), a whip, scourge, = Old Norse knút-r Old Swedish knut-er a knot.
Russian lar’ (ларь), a chest, = Old Swedish lar, modern lår,
(Russian lava (дуда), a bench, couch, = Swedish lafve?).
Old Russian luda (дуда), a kind of dress, a cloak, = Old Norse loṍi a fur-cloak; lòṍ, the shagginess
of cloth.
(Russian dialect (Arkhangelsk) riuzha, riuza, (рюѪа, рюэа), a bow-net, weel, = Swedish rysja,
id., which has also given the Finnish rysä.)
Russian dialect skiba (скнба), a slice of bread, = Swedish skifva, id.
Old Russian stiag, (стягъ), a banner, in modem dialects (Novgorod, Pskov) a pole, = Old Swedish
stang. Old Norse stöng, a pole, a banner (the Russian sound ia, ya, corresponds to original en or
an),
Russian stul’(сгудъ), a chair, perhaps = Old Norse stòll, Swedish stol (rather than = German
stuhl, which should probably in Russian have received the form shtul’).
Old Russian sud’ (судь), name of Bosporus, = Old Norse and Swedish sund, a sound, straits.
Old Russian shneka (шиека), a kind of ship, = Old Norse snekkja, id.; the Old French esneque,
mediaeval Latin isneckia, must also have been borrowed from the Northmen.
Old Russian tїun', tivun (гіуиъ, тивуиъ), a steward, m^tnager (always a serf), = Old Norse Þjónn
a servant, attendant; the Old Swedish form would be Þiun The Russian tїun, corresponds in its
signification to what is commonly called in Old Norse bryti; but the word Þjónn seems to have
been used sometimes in a similar special signification; comp. the Norwegian Old Gulathings-law,
ch. 198, where Þjónn and bryti are mentioned together as the chief servants.
Old Russian yabednik, (ябедиикъ) an officer in ancient Novgorod; comp. Old Norse embætti,
Old Swedish œmbiti, an office (?).
Russian yakor' (якорь), an anchor, = Swedish ankare (Old Norse akkeri).
Though this list does not pretend to be exhaustive, we can say with certainty that the number of
these words is not very large; yet they contribute to complete the picture I have tried to sketch
in these Lectures.
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We have seen that, according to the old Russian tradition, which is unanimously corroborated
by abundance of other evidence of different kind, the first organisation of the Russian state was
due to Scandinavians, Russ being the name by which, in ancient times, the Northmen were
designated among the eastern nations; no serious criticism will ever be able to refute this fact.
It is the Northmen who laid the foundation on which the native Slavs have raised a colossal
superstructure, and the insignificant germ planted by them has developed into one of the greatest
empires the world has ever seen.
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ADDITIONS

I

N THE DUTCH REVIEW ‘Mnemosyne, Bibliotheca philologica Batava,' Nova Series,
vol. iv. pars iv. pp. 378-382, Professor C. G. Cobet has lately published that passage of
Constantine Porphyrogenitus in which he gives us the names of the Dnieper rapids, according
to a new and exact collation of the chief MS. of this author. This MS. is written on parchment,
in the eleventh or twelfth century, and is preserved in the National Library at Paris (No. 2009,
4^0.). The same Library possesses also another MS. of inferior value (No. 2967 foL), written on
paper in the fifteenth century; this MS., according to Professor Cobet, is a mere copy of the other.
The small specimen Prof. Cobet gives us sufficiently proves how uncritical all the previous
editions of this author are, and how much a new edition is to be desired.
Among the names of the rapids there are two for which Prof. Cobet has proved that the traditional
forms which we find in the printed editions are not correct. As the interpretation of these two
names must be somewhat modified in consequence of this discovery — by which I could not
profit before the conclusion of my manuscript — I shall venture to give here some additional
remarks upon this subject.
The name of the fourth rapid (p. 57 ff.) is not in Russ, Αειϕάρ, Aȉfar, as the printed editions have
hitherto costantly given it, but according to both MSS. 'Αειϕόρ, Aȉfor .
This reading gives us at once a still better interpretation than that which I propounded above (p.
63). The name now undoubtedly turns out to be a compound, of which the former part is the Old
Norse particle ei, ey, œ, ever, while the latter part is the Old Norse adjective forr, forward,
precipitate, violent, and not the substantive, fari This adjective, which is still used in Norway in
the form for (see I. Aasen, Norsk Ordbog, p. 177. Christiania, 1873), is, in all probability, the
base of the word fors, a Waterfall, rapid, or at least a derivative from the same radical. Eyforr,
Eiforr (in Old Swedish Aiforr) consequently means ‘the ever violent,' ‘ever rapid’(perpetuo
praeceps '), a name which is in fact still more expressive than ‘Eifari’ literally ‘aye-faring,' ‘going
on for ever’.
The other of the names in question is that of the seventh rapid (p. 65 f ), which all editions give
us in the form Στρούβονυ Struvun (or Strubun) and such is in fact the word in the paper MS.
2967. But the original parchment MS. 2009 has most distinctly Στρούκονυ Strukun, which
consequently must be considered to be the correct reading. Jf it be so, this name cannot any more,
of course, be referred to the Old Norse straumr, a stream, but the true interpretation can be easily
found. In Norse we find the words strok (neutr.) or stryk (masc), ‘a rapid current in a river,
especially where it is narrow' (see Aasen, 1. c, pp. 761, 762); in Swedish dialects the
corresponding word, with the same signification, is found in the form stråk or struk (neutr,) (see
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Rietz, Ordbok ỏfver Svenska Allmogespråket, p. 685. Lund, i867); Rietz gives us also a feminine
word strukk, ‘a small rapid which it is possible to ascend by rowing.' I have no doubt that the
name Strukun represents this very word in its Swedish form struk (as to the vowel u, comp. p.
55, note i); in this way the name most exactly agrees with the translation of Constantine, 'the
small rapid,' with the corresponding Slavonic name, and with the character of the place. The
termination -un of the form Strukun only remains doubtful. It can hardly be the definite article
of the Scandinavian languages, which v& seldom or never used in proper names. It rather looks
like the Old Norse and Old Swedish termination of the dative phir. -um; if it be so, we may
imagine that the dative form Strukum originally, in Russ, happened to be governed by some
preposition, e.g. at, at, to; and thus Strukum might be supposed to be the name of the rapid. How
it happened so is of course a mere matter of guess-work; though it may be ascribed with more
probability to some error of Constantine or his authority, than to some real peculiarity in the
denomination of this place. Let me add, that there may possibly be some connection between
this form and the syllable na- in the corresponding Slavonic name Naprezi, na being a Slavonic
preposition with the signification 'on' or ‘at.'
I have made no remark on the name Σαμβατάς, Sambatas, which is said to be another name of
Kiev (p. 52). Though it is not expressly stated, it can scarcely be doubted that this word, which
cannot be Slavonic, gives us the ‘Russian' name of that town. No satisfactory interpretation of
this name has hitherto been propounded, nor can I explain it with certainty. I venture, however,
to put forth the hypo- thesis that it might be the Old Norse Sandbakki, the sand- bank, or
Sandbakka-άss, the sandbank-ridge, I believe that this interpretation would suit the character of
the place, but I cannot affirm it, and must leave the decision of this question to others. (Gedeonov
explains the name Sambatas from the Hungarian szombat, which he translates ‘a fortress,' and
he employs this interpretation in support of the fantastic hypothesis that Askold and Dir were
Hungarians. The Hungarian szombat, however, signifies nothing but ‘Saturday'; it is borrowed
from the Slavonic sąbota, i. e. Sabbath.
What may have induced Gedeonov to assign to this word the fictitious signification ‘a fortress/
is its frequent occurrence in names of towns and villages in Hungary; but also the names of the
other days of the week are used in this manner, a circumstance which may probably be explained
from the peculiar custom of calling a place from its market-day. Thus we are told that the word
szombat exists in fourteen local names of Hungary and five of Transylvania; szerda, Wednesday,
in nineteen names of Hungary and six of Transylvania; péntek Friday, in seven names of Hungary
and four of Transylvania, &c. But the days of the week are, among the Hungarians, a Christian
institution; consequently their names did not yet exist in Hungarian at the period to which the
name Samhatas belonged. Comp. C. W. Smith, Nestors Russiske Krönike, p. 352, Kjöbenhavn,
1869. Hunfalvy, in Nyelvtudomάnyi Közlemények, vol. vi. p. 216 f. Pest, 1867. Roesler,
Romänische Studien, p. 134. Leipzig, 187 1.)
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”

